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Предисловие 
Социально-политические и экономические преобразования во всех сферах 

нашего общества привели к существенным изменениям в сфере образования. 

Расширение международных связей, вхождение нашего государства в мировое 

сообщество сделало иностранный язык реально востребованным государством, 

обществом и личностью. Иностранный язык помогает решить многие задачи, 

стоящие сейчас перед системой образования, то есть реализовать идеи 

многоуровности, вариативности и непрерывности системы подготовки 

квалифицированных кадров. 

Обучение иностранному языку направлено на достижение следующих 

целей:  практической, образовательной, воспитательной, развивающей. 

 Тренировочные  упражнения  по  запоминанию  текста  позволяют  

индивидуализировать  процесс обучения, т.е. повысить  его  эффективность.   

Учебно-методическое пособие носит профессионально-ориентированный 

характер и тесно связан с теоретическими и практическими  дисциплинами, 

изучаемыми  для подготовки  специалистов по специальности 050141 «Физическая  

культура».  

Аннотация 

      Данное  пособие  предназначено  для  студентов второго и третьего 

курсов, изучающих  английский язык  в  качестве  общеобразовательного  

предмета  и  может быть  использовано  как  для  самостоятельной  работы  

студентов,  так  и  на  аудиторных  занятиях. Пособие  призвано  содействовать  

закреплению  полученных  знаний,  формированию  умений  и  навыков  в  их  

применении  и посвящено  II  разделу  Рабочей  программы  специальностей 

050141 «Физическая  культура».    

        Структурно пособие  состоит из презентационной части, тематического  

блока,   грамматического справочника. 

      Тематический  блок включает темы II раздела  Рабочей  программы: 

«Виды спорта».  Каждая  тема  содержит  упражнения, разнообразие которых  

служит осуществлению задач по   совершенствованию  и  закреплению  навыков  

практического владения  английским  языком. Часть упражнений предполагает 

творческое участие студентов в учебном процессе. Многообразие  упражнений 

позволяет варьировать их отбор при презентации учебного материала для каждой 

группы студентов и индивидуально с учетом уровня владения языком. 

 В разделе «Тексты для чтения» есть дополнительные, профессионально-

ориентированные тексты. Данный материал  способствует  совершенствованию  

устной  и  письменной  речи  студентов с учетом  их разноуровневой  

подготовленности  по  английскому  языку, а также ориентирован  на  углубленное 

изучение  темы.      

 В грамматическом  справочнике отражен  материал, предусмотренный 

программой. Грамматические  упражнения, включенные в тематический блок, 

подобраны так, чтобы закрепить как  можно  больше грамматического  и 

лексического  материала  данной темы.   
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Read and translate  the text. 

Football 

  

Although modern football began in nineteenth-century England, the English 

didn't invent football: they simply gave it rules. Human beings have always liked 

kicking round objects. Two and a half thousand years ago the Chinese played a game 

called Tsu-Chu, which means `to kick a ball made of leather with the feet'. 

A Roman stone carving from Yugoslavia, from around the year 200 

AD, shows a man holding a type of football and the Greeks are known to have played 

a game called episkyros. Although the details are unknown, it's certain that these 

games were all played by two teams. 

There are records of football being played in the twelfth century on 

the streets of London. King Edward II  stopped it in 1314, saying,` “There 

is a great noise in the city caused by  fighting over large balls”. Later kings 

also banned the game without much success. By the sixteenth century it had 

become very  dangerous. Most games were played in villages with as many as 

500 people in each team. They played from midday until sunset  

By the nineteenth century only the rich private schools were playing-football. 

Each had its own set of rules which made games between schools impossible. In 1862 

a set of ten rules were written down — eleven  of these are in use today. Thе first 

competition cup, the Football Association Cup, was started in 1872. League 

football began in 1888 and teams formed all over England, involving everyone, 

not just the rich. By 1900 English sailors had taken the game to other countries. 

In 1930 the first World Cup match was played: it was won by Uruguay. 

(England didn't enter until 1950). Now the World Cup is the focus of football. Тhе 

final match is watched on ТV by almost half the world's population. Football 

is certainly the world's most popular sport  

   more commonly known as just "football" or "soccer". 

The various codes of football share the following elements in common: 

 Two teams of usually between 11 and 18 players; some variations that have 

fewer players (five or more per team) are also popular.  

 A clearly defined area in which to play the game.   

 Goals or points resulting from players putting the ball between two 

goulports. 

 The goal or line being defended by the opposing team.  

 Players being required to move the ball—depending on the code—by 

kicking, carrying, or hand-passing the ball.  

 Players   using  only their body to move the ball.  

  

Лексико-грамматические упражнения  

I. Learn the words .     

a  rule правило to use использовать 
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a  noise шум restricting ограничение 

to  kick пинать     

defined определенны

й 

a  code свод правил 

a  goalpost стойка ворот a  score забивать гол 

 

II. Translate into Russian. 

1) modern football 6) a clearly defined area 

2) kicking round objects 5) without much success 

3) a ball made of leather 8) using  only their body 

4) the Football Association Cup     9) several football codes 

 

III. Make up sentences from the words. 

1) Didn't, the English, gave,  invent, they, football, simply, it rules. 

2) By the nineteenth, only, century, the rich, were, private schools, playing-

football. 

3) Each, its own, had,  set,  which, of rules, made, between games,  schools, 

impossible. 

4) In, a set of ten rules, 1862, down, were written, — eleven, are, of these, 

in, today, use. 

5) Is, football, the world's, certainly, popular, most, sport 

Connect  the parts  of sentences 

1) The English didn't invent 

football:  

1) become very  dangerous. 

2) Two and a half thousand years 

ago  

2) have their origins in  …. 

3) By the sixteenth century it 

had  

3) teams formed all over England. 

4) League football began in 

1888 and  

4) they simply gave it rules. 

5) Most of the modern codes of 

football 

5) it was won by Uruguay 

6)  In 1930 the first World Cup 

match was played:  

6) the Chinese played a game called 

Tsu-Chu 

IV. Complete the sentences with the underlined verbs. 
Were playing, take, were written, being defended, played,  have liked 

1) Human beings …always … kicking round objects. 

2) In 1862 a set of ten rules … down. 
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3) They … from midday until sunset. 

4) By the nineteenth century only the rich private schools football.. 

5) The goal or line … by the opposing team. 

 

V. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the 

brackets. 
1) By the sixteenth century it …very  dangerous. (to   become) 

2) Later kings also … the game without much success. (to ban) 

3) Peoples from around the world … games. (to play) 

4) Football …is certainly the world's most popular sport. (to be) 

5) By 1900 English sailors … the game to other countries.(to take)  

6) Each rich private schools … its own set of rules. (to have) 

Коммуникативно - речевые упражнения. 

 

VI. Answer  the questions.  
1) When did modern football begin? 

2) Why did King Edward II  stop  the game in 1314? 

3) What is the focus of football now? 

4) What is the most popular of these sports worldwide? 

5) What do  features common to several football codes include? 

6) When was  a set of ten rules written down? 

 

VII. Ask  questions. 
1) Modern football began in nineteenth-century England. When… ? 

2) By the sixteenth century it had become very  dangerous. 

Why…? 

3) Most games were played in villages with as many as 500 people in each 

team. How many…? 

4) By the nineteenth century only the rich private schools were playing-

football. Who…? 

VIII. Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions.  
1) Human beings have always liked kicking square  objects. 

2)  Two and a half thousand years ago the Chinese played a game called  

football. 

3) The goal or line being defended by the both  team.  

4) Players   using not  only their body to move the ball.  

 

IX.  Translate the sentences into  English. 
1) Игра футбол очень популярна во многих странах.  

2) Англичане не изобрели футбол, они просто составили правила. 

3) Фанаты футбола знают имена великих футболистов. 

4) Первый Мировой кубок выиграла команда Уругвая. 

5) Одно из самых распространенных названий футбола - soke. 
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6) Миллионы людей смотрят футбол по телевизору. 

 

X. Continue the sentences. 
1)  The English didn't invent football: they simply…  

2)  There are records of football being played in the twelfth 

century on… 

3)  By the nineteenth century only the rich private… 

4)  League football began in 1888 and teams…  

5)  By 1900 English sailors had taken… 

6)  In 1930 the first World Cup match was…  

7)  Football is certainly… 

8) The various codes of football share the following … . 

9) In most codes, there are rules restricting the movement of … . 

10) Other features common to several football codes … . 

 

XI. Tell about   football. 

 

 

 

I. Read and translate  the text. 

Volleyball 

 

Volleyball is a team sport in which two teams of six players are separated by a 

net. Each team tries to score points by grounding a ball on the other team's court 

under organized rules. It has been a part of the official program of the Summer 

Olympic Games since 1964. 

On February 9, 1895, in Holyoke, Massachusetts (USA), William G. Morgan, a 

YMCA physical education director, created a new game called Mintonette as a 

pastime to be played (preferably) indoors and by any number of players. The game 

took some of its characteristics from tennis and handball. Another indoor sport, 

basketball, was catching on in the area, having been invented just ten miles (sixteen 

kilometers) away in the city of Springfield, Massachusetts, only four years before. 

Mintonette was designed to be an indoor sport, less rough than basketball, for older 

members of the YMCA, while still requiring a bit of athletic effort. 

The first rules, written down by William G.Morgan, called for a net 1.98 m 

high, a 7.6×15.2 m court, and any number of players. A match was composed of nine 

innings with three serves for each team in each inning, and no limit to the number of 

ball contacts for each team before sending the ball to the opponents’ court. In case of 

a serving error, a second try was allowed. Hitting the ball into the net was considered 

a foul (with loss of the point or a side-out)—except in the case of the first-try serve. 

The first official ball used in volleyball is disputed; some sources say that 

Spalding created the first official ball in 1896, while others claim it was created in 

1900. The rules evolved over time: in the Philippines by 1916, the skill and power of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summer_Olympic_Games
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summer_Olympic_Games
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holyoke,_Massachusetts
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_G._Morgan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YMCA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tennis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Team_handball
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basketball
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Springfield,_Massachusetts
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the set and spike had been introduced, and four years later a "three hits" rule and a 

rule against hitting from the back row were established. In 1917, the game was 

changed from 21 to 15 points. In 1919, about 16,000 volleyballs were distributed by 

the American Expeditionary Forces to their troops and allies, which sparked the 

growth of volleyball in new countries.  

The first country outside the United States to adopt volleyball was Canada in 

1900  An international federation, the Fédération Internationale de Volleyball 

(FIVB), was founded in 1947, and the first World Championships were held in 1949 

for men and 1952 for women. The sport is now popular in Brazil, in Europe   in 

Russia, and in other countries including China and the west of Asia, as well as in the 

United States. 

The complete rules are extensive. But simply, play proceeds as follows: a 

player on one of the teams begins a 'rally' by serving the ball (tossing or releasing it 

and then hitting it with a hand or arm), from behind the back boundary line of the 

court, over the net, and into the receiving team's court. The receiving team must not 

let the ball be grounded within their court. The team may touch the ball up to 3 times 

but individual players may not touch the ball twice consecutively. Typically, the first 

two touches are used to set up for an attack, an attempt to direct the ball back over the 

net in such a way that the serving team is unable to prevent it from being grounded in 

their court. 

The rally continues, with each team allowed as many as three consecutive 

touches, until either (1): a team makes a kill, grounding the ball on the opponent's 

court and winning the rally; or (2): a team commits a fault and loses the rally. The 

team that wins the rally is awarded a point, and serves the ball to start the next rally. 

A few of the most common faults include: 

 causing the ball to touch the ground outside the opponents' court 

or without first passing over the net; 

 catching and throwing the ball; 

 double hit: two consecutive contacts with the ball made by the 

same player; 

 four consecutive contacts with the ball made by the same team. 

 net foul: touching the net during play. 

 foot fault: the foot crosses over the boundary line when serving 

The ball is usually played with the hands or arms, but players can legally strike 

or push (short contact) the ball with any part of the body. 

A number of consistent techniques have evolved in volleyball, including 

spiking and blocking (because these plays are made above the top of the net, the 

vertical jump is an athletic skill emphasized in the sport) as well as passing, setting, 

and specialized player positions and offensive and defensive structures. 

Лексико-грамматические упражнения  

II. Learn the words .     
 

a net сетка a team sport командный спорт 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Expeditionary_Force
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allies_of_World_War_I
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FIVB
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volleyball#Rules_of_the_game
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volleyball#Skills
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertical_jump
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a player игрок consecutive последовательный 

a foul фол a game игра 

 an error ошибка to  strike ударять 

 to touch дотрагиваться, касаться offensive наступательный 

boundary  defensive оборонительный 

    

III. Translate into Russian. 

   

1. two teams of six players 2. created a new game 

3. each team 4. any number of players 

5. a part of the official program 6. ten miles (sixteen kilometers) away 

7. the first rules 8. for older members of team 

9. the first official ball 10. four years later 

 

IV. Make up sentences from the words and translate. 
 

1. Two, players, of six, are separated, teams, by a net. 

2. A   physical education , created, director, a new, called Mintonette, game. 

3. The, took, game, some, from tennis, of its characteristics, and handball. 

4. The first country, the United States, outside, volleyball, in 1900, to adopt, was 

Canada . 

5. World Championships, the first, were held, and 1952 for women, in 1949 for 

men. 

6. The ball, played, is usually, with, is usually, the hands or arms. 

7. The rules, complete, are extensive. 

 

V. Connect  the parts  of sentences 
1. Each team tries to score points by 

grounding  

A. Europe   in Russia, and in other 

countries . 

2. The sport is now popular in Brazil, 

in  

B. a ball on the other team's court 

3. The first official ball used in 

volleyball is  

C. from being grounded in their court. 

4. The receiving team must not let the 

ball  

D. a except in the case of the first-try 

serve 

5. the serving team is unable to 

prevent it  

E. may not touch the ball twice 

consecutively. 

6.Hitting the ball into the net was 

considered. 

F. be grounded within their court. 

7.The team may touch the ball up to 3 

times but individual players  

G. disputed; some sources say that 

Spalding created the first official ball 

in 1896 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tennis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Team_handball
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volleyball#Rules_of_the_game
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazil
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VI. Complete the sentences with the underlined verbs. 

 

Was changed, an indoor sport , individual players, its characteristics, must 

not let,of the official program, are separated 

1. Volleyball is a team sport in which two teams of six players …by a net. 

2. It has been a part …of the Summer Olympic Games since 1964. 

3. Mintonette was designed to be…, less rough than basketball. 

4. The game took some of … from tennis and handball. 

5. In 1917, the game … from 21 to 15 points. 

6. The receiving team … the ball be grounded within their court. 

7. The team may touch the ball up to 3 times but … may not touch the ball twice 

consecutively. 

 

VII. Tell about the Volleyball. 

 

Read and translate  the text. 

Basketball 

The magic game of  basketball  was invented by the Americans mоrе than 100 

years ago. A schoolteacher designed the rules for a game that his students could play 

indoors.   

Basketball is a team sport in which two teams of 5 players try to score points 

against one another by placing a ball through a 10 foot (3.048 m) high hoop (the 

goal) under organized rules. A regulation NBA basketball court is 94' long (28.6512 

m) by 50' wide (15.24 m). Basketball is one of the most popular and widely viewed 

sports in the world . Basketball is played on a court. The game is played  with a large 

ball about 30 inches in circumference. 

Points are scored by throwing (shooting) the ball through the basket from 

above. The team with more points at the end of the game wins, but additional time 

(overtime) may be issued when the scores of both teams are the same. The ball can be 

advanced on the court by bouncing it  or passing it between teammates. Disruptive 

physical contact  (foul) is penalized, and free throws will be issued if an offensive 

player is fouled while shooting the ball.   

Through time, basketball has developed to involve many common techniques 

of shooting, passing and dribbling, as well as players' positions, and offensive and 

defensive structures. Typically, the tallest members of a team will play center or one 

of two forward positions, while shorter players or those who possess the best ball 

handling skills and speed, play the guard positions. While competitive basketball is 

carefully regulated, numerous variations have developed for casual play. In some 

countries, basketball is also a popular spectator sport. 

While competitive basketball is primarily an indoor sport, played on a 

basketball court  less regulated variations played in the outdoors have become 

increasingly popular among both inner city and rural groups. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summer_Olympic_Games
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tennis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Team_handball
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Basketball is a very popular game. The official basketball season is usually 

during the winter, but it is a game which can be played  at  any time of a year.   

Basketball was a demonstration sport in the St Louis Olympics of 1900 and 

also in Paris in 1924 and Amsterdam in 1928. It was finally made an Olympic sport 

in 1936 at the Berlin Games. The American team enjoyed a 63-game winning the 

gold from 1936 up to the final match of the Munich Olympics. In Olympic history, 

the match became known as the epic "time-out turn-over" of 1972. 

The Russians restarted with possession to conquer the world's most powerful 

basketball nation when Helm scored the vital two points to finish the game 51-50. 

The psychological barrier of winning Americans had finally fallen and the Americans 

were won over on two further occasions by the Soviet and the Yugoslavian teams.   

Basketball is a very exciting game which can be played formally, in a  league, 

or casually, just for enjoyment. It is easy to organize a game wherever there is a 

court, and many  people  play a lot of  basketball   for exercise and recreation. 

Basketball is a very popular game in our college. We have a strong team. The 

students with pleasure play basketball in the training session.  

Лексико-грамматические упражнения  

I. Learn the words .     

  

to  invent изобретать to  score забить гол 

a  rule правило a  spectator зритель 

a  player игрок to conquer побеждать 

a  circumference окружность to     restart вновь начинаться 

an   inch дюйм powerful мощный 

 

II.  Translate into Russian. 

1. a very popular game 6. may play on a team 

2. during the winter 7. watch basketball games 

3. 30 inches in circumference 8. easy to organize 

4. at many levels 9. a very exciting game 

5. a professional league   10. just for enjoyment 

 

III.  Make up sentences from the words. 

 

1) Basketball, a team, is,  sport, two teams, in which, of 5 players. 

2) Is,  played, the game,  a large, with, about, ball, 30, in, inches, circumference. 

3) Scored, points, by throwing, the ball, the basket, through, from, are. above. 

4) With, the team, points, more, at the end, wins, of the game. 

5) The tallest, typically, members, will,  of a team, center, play. 
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6) Basketball is, popular, a very, game, in our college. 

 

IV.   Connect  the parts  of sentences.   

1. A schoolteacher designed the rules for  1. basketball team. 

2. The game is played  with a large ball  2. usually during the winter 

3. The official basketball season is  3. for exercise and recreation. 

4. There are only five players in a  4. about 30 inches in circumference. 

5. Many  people  play a lot of  basketball    5. a game that his students could play 

indoors. 

V. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the brackets. 
 

1) A schoolteacher (designs/designed) the rules for a game.  

2) The tallest members of a team (play/will play) center or one of two forward 

positions. 

3) Basketball (had developed/has developed) to involve many common 

techniques of shooting, passing and dribbling. 

4) Basketball (was/is) a very popular game in our college. 

5) The Russians (restarts/restarted) with possession to conquer the world's most 

powerful basketball nation when Helm scored the vital two points to finish the 

game 51-50. 

6) Basketball  (is/was) a demonstration sport in the St Louis Olympics of 1900. 

 

VI. Complete the sentences with the verbs in the correct form. 
1) Shorter players or those who possess the best ball handling skills and speed, … 

the guard positions. ( to play) 

2) Helm … the vital two points to finish the game 51-50. (to score) 

3) Basketball  … by the Americans. (to  invent)  

4) The psychological barrier of winning Americans …finally… . (to fall)  

5) A game which can … at  any time of a year. (to play) 

6)  Numerous variations   … for casual play. (to  develop) 

  Коммуникативно - речевые упражнения. 

 

VII. Answer  the questions.   

1) When is the official basketball season ? 

2) Where is basketball played? 

3) How many players is the team made up of? 

4) How is a professional league called? 

5) Is basketball a popular spectator sport? 

6) Do people  play a lot of basketball for recreation? 

7) Who   designed  the rules for a game basketball? 

8) What  is  the game   played  with? 
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9) When  was the basketball  made an Olympic sport? 

10) Do you like to play basketball? 

 

VIII. Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions.  
1) The  game of  basketball  was invented in the UK. 

2) Basketball is a team sport in which two teams of 6 players. 

3) In few countries, basketball is also a popular spectator sport. 

4) The official basketball season is usually during the summer. 

5) Basketball is a very exciting game which can be played  only for enjoyment. 

6) The students without  pleasure play basketball in the training session.  

 

IX. Translate the sentences into English.   
1. Баскетбол был изобретен американцами более ста лет назад. 

2. В игру баскетбол можно играть в любое время года. 

3. В баскетбол играют на площадке. 

4. Баскетбол был демонстрационным видом спорта до 1936 года. 

5. Психологический барьер о непобедимости американцев был сломан. 

6. Баскетбол –это зрелищный вид спорта. 

7. Многие  с  удовольствием  смотрят баскетбол  по телевизору. 

8. Многие играют в баскетбол, чтобы  поддерживать форму или просто     

отдохнуть. 

 

X. Continue the sentences.  
1. Basketball  was invented… 

2. The official basketball season… 

3. A team is made up… 

4. Basketball is played… 

5. It was   made an Olympic sport… 

6. Many  people watch basketball games in… 

7. Basketball is a very exciting game which can be… 

8. Many  people  play a lot of  basketball   for… 

9. Basketball is a very popular game in… 

 

XI.  Tell about  the game basketball.  
 

Read and translate  the text. 

Ice hockey 

 Ice hockey is a game between two teams, each usually having six players 

(goaltender, three forwards and two defensemen), who wear skates and, using long 

curved sticks, compete on an ice rink. Ice hockey is played on a hockey rink. The 

objective of the game is to score goals  by shooting a hard vulcanized rubber disc, the 

puck, into the opponent's goal net, which is placed at the opposite end of the rink. 

The players may control the puck using a long stick with a blade that is commonly 
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curved at one end. A rough, action-packed game, ice hockey is considered one of the 

fastest of all sports.  

Since ice hockey is a full contact sport and  body checks are allowed, injuries 

can be a common occurrence. Protective equipment is highly recommended and is 

enforced in all competitive situations. This usually includes a helmet, shoulder pads, 

elbow pads, mouth guard, protective gloves, heavily padded shorts (also known as 

hockey pants), athletic cup/jock strap, shin pads, skates, and (optionally) a neck 

protector. In addition, goaltenders use different gear, usually a neck guard, chest/arm 

protector, blocker, catch glove, and leg pads. 

With its speed and its frequent physical contact, ice hockey has become one of 

the most popular of international sports. It is played in about 30 countries, principally 

in North America, Europe, and the countries of the former USSR. Ice hockey is 

especially popular in Canada, where the modern game developed. 

(read about the history of  Ice hockey) 

There are three major rules of play in ice hockey that limit the movement of the 

puck:  offside, icing and the puck going out of play. The puck goes "out of play" 

whenever it goes past the perimeter of the ice rink (onto the player benches, over the 

"glass", or onto the protective netting above the glass) and a stoppage of play is called 

by the officials using whistles. It also does not matter if the puck comes back onto to 

the ice surface from those areas as the puck is considered dead once it leaves the 

perimeter of the rink. 

A professional game consists of three periods of twenty minutes each, the 

clock running only when the puck is in play. The teams change ends for the second 

period, again for the third period, and again at the start of each overtime played. 

Recreational leagues and children's leagues often play shorter games, generally with 

three shorter periods of play. 

A typical game of ice hockey has two to four  officials  on the ice, charged with 

enforcing the rules of the game. There are typically two linesmen who are mainly 

responsible for calling  offside  and  icing violations and conducting face-offs, and 

one or two referees  , who call goals and all other penalties. Linesmen can, however, 

report to the referee(s) that a penalty should be assessed against an offending player 

in some situations.  The restrictions on this practice vary depending on the governing 

rules. On-ice officials are assisted by off-ice officials who act as, time keepers, and 

official scorers. 

Лексико-грамматические упражнения  

I. Learn the words .     

a    goaltender вратарь a  helmet шлем 

a   forward нападающий  a  hockey rink корт 

a    defenseman защитник  offside внеигры 

to swat бить  rough  грубый 

 a   puck шайба recreational региональный 
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II. Translate into Russian. 

1) long curved sticks 

2) a hard vulcanized rubber disc 

3) a rough, action-packed game 

4) responsible for calling  offside 

5) three shorter periods of play 

6) time keepers 

7) official scorers 

8) the governing rules 

III. Make up sentences from the words.  
1) Between, ice, two teams,  hockey, a game, is. 

2) There, three, rules, major, in ice, of play, hockey, are. 

3) A typical, has,  game, of ice, hockey, two officials, game, to four, on the ice. 

4) Protective, is, recommended, equipment, and, highly, is enforced, situations in 

all competitive. 

5) May, with, the players, the puck, a long, using,  the puck, control, a blade. 

6) On, the restrictions, vary depending, this practice, on the governing, rules. 

IV. Connect  the parts  of sentences.   

1) Ice hockey is played. 1) and one or two referees. 

2) There are typically two linesmen      2) of the fastest of all sports.  

3) Recreational leagues and children's  3) in all competitive situations. 

4)A team usually have six players  4) on a  hockey rink 

5) Ice hockey is considered one  5) leagues often play shorter games. 

6) Protective equipment is highly 

recommended and is enforced  

6) (goaltender, three forwards and two 

defensemen). 

  

V. Complete the sentences with the underlined verbs.  
Call, are assisted, is highly recommended, should be assessed,  is played, was 

developed. 

1) Ice hockey …on a  hockey rink 

2) On-ice officials …by off-ice officials who act as, time keepers, and official 

scorers. 

3) The modern game … in Canada. 

4) There are one or two referees  , who … goals and all other penalties. 

5) Protective equipment … and is enforced in all competitive situations. 

6) A penalty …against an offending player in some situations. 

VI. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the brackets. 
1) Ice hockey   players  …  skates. (to wear) 

2) Protective equipment usually … a helmet,  shoulder pads, elbow pads and etc .  

(to include) 

3) Recreational leagues and children's leagues often … shorter games.(to play) 
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4) Ice hockey… one of the most popular of international sports.(to become) 

5) The goal net  … at the opposite end of the rink.(to place) 

6) A professional game … of three periods of twenty minutes each.(to consist) 

 

Коммуникативно - речевые упражнения. 

 

VII. Answer  the questions.  

1) Is ice hockey a game between three  teams?  

2) How many players are there in the team? 

3) What is the objective of the game? 

4) How many major rules are there of play in ice hockey? 

5) Of how many periods  does a professional game consist? 

6) On what do  the restrictions on  practice of linesmen and referee vary 

depending? 

VIII. Translate the sentences into  English. 
1) В 1912 году сформировалась Всероссийская хоккейная организация. 

2) В хоккей играют на хоккейных кортах, которые есть в каждом городе. 

3) В нашем городе также есть хоккейная команда. 

4) Сборная России имеет много болельщиков среди российских граждан. 

5) Обычно игра состоит из трех периодов. 

6) Во время игры соблюдаются три основных правила. 

 

IX. Continue the sentences. 
1) Ice hockey is a game… . 

2) The objective of the game is to… . 

3) Ice hockey has become one of… . 

4) There are three major rules of… . 

5) A professional game consists of… . 

6) A professional game consists of … . 

 

X. Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions. 
1) The objective of the game is to score  goals by shooting a  light disc. 

2) Ice hockey is played on a  skating ring. 

3) Ice hockey is considered one of the slowest  of all sports.  

4) It is played in about 70 countries. 

5) A typical game of ice hockey has three  to four  officials on the ice. 

6) The teams change ends for the second period, again for the third period, and 

again at the start of each overtime played. 

 

XI. Tell  about   Ice hockey 

Read and translate the text. 

Track and field athletics 
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Track and field athletics is one of the most popular kinds of sport. 

Over eight million go in for track-and-field in our country. That is why it is 

often called the queen of sports. Track-and-field — why such name? It is 

because the main part of the events are contested either on the track or on 

the field of the stadium. The track sees all the races both in running and 

walking. Field events consist of jumping and throwing. Track and field 

athletics also includes combined events: decathlon and pentathlon. The Olympic 

combined event is decathlon. 

Running and walking distinguish two kinds of starts — the crouch start 

and the dab start. The first kind of start, the crouch start, is used in sprint 

distances because it allows the sportsman to pick up speed at the very 

beginning of the race. The dab start is used in medium and long distances. 

The number, of athletes on the start depends upon the distance. 

Hurdling, is one of the most difficult and most attractive forms of 

athletics. Hurdle races include the following distances: 110 m., 200 m. and 

400 m. At each of these distances there are ten hurdles. The height of the hurdle 

depends on the distance. 

Steeple-chase is also one of the Olympic events of track-and-field. At the 

distance of 3000 meters there are 35 different.obstacles among which there is a 

pit filled with water. The athlete should take this pit seven times. 

There are four varieties of jumping: high-jumping, long-jumping, triple-

jump and pole-vaulting. 

And at last throwing. This event of track-and-field consists of shot-

putting, discus-throwing, javelin throwing and hammer-throwing. 

Discus-throwing is one of the oldest events: It was born in ancient 

Greece more than 3000 years ago. 

Javel in  was  a lso  born  in  ancient  Greece  where  i t  was  included 

in to  the  programme of field and track meets and pentathlon: Javelin weighs 

800 gr., its length is.260270 cm. 

Hammer-throwing, one of the Olympic events of track and field athletics, 

was born in England at the beginning of the X1Xth century. 

лексикo-грамматические упражнения 

I. Learn the words . 

track-and-field легкая атлетика a crouch start общий старт 

a running бег a dab start pаздeльный старт 

a walking ходьба a hurdling бег c барьерами 

a decathlon деcятиборье a javelin throwing мeтaиe копья 

a pentathlon пятиборье a jumping прыжки 
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a pole-vaulting ПРЬ ЖОК c Шестом a throwing

 мeтaниe 

a shot-putting Мeтaниe ядра a steeple-chase бег no 

пересeчен.местности 

  

II. Translate into Russian. 

1) the most popular kinds of sport 7) 35 different obstacles 

2) the main part of the events 8) four varieties of jumping 

3) used in sprint distances 9) one of the oldest events 

4) to pick up speed 10) in ancient Greece 

5) used in medium and long distances 11) at the beginning of the century 

6)one of the most difficult 12)the most attractive forms 

 

III. Make up sentences from the words. 

1) Athletics, track and field, is, the most., one of, kinds, popular, of sport. 

2) The track, all the races, and, sees, both, in running, walking. 

3) Start, the dab, in medium, and, is used, long distances.  

4) Steeple-chase, one, is also, of the Olympic, of track-and-field, events. 

5) Races, hurdle, the following, include, distances: 110 m., 200 m. 400 m. б) 

Start, the crouch, is used, distances, in sprint. 

IV. Connect the parts of sentences. 

1) The track sees all the races both 1) jumping and throwing 

2) The crouch start 2) which there is a pit filled with water. 

3) At each of these distances 3) medium and long distances. 

4) Field events consist of. 4) is used in sprint distances 

5) The dab start is used in 5) in running and walking. 

6)There are 35 different obstacles among 6) there are ten hurdles. 

V. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the brackets. 

1)Track and field athletics also (includes/include) ,combined events: 

decathlon and pentathlon. 

2)The dab start (used/is used) in medium and long distances. 

3)The height of the hurdle (depended/depends) on the distance. 

4)Hammer-throwing (born/was born) in England at the beginning of the 

X1Xth century. 

 5)The athlete (take/will take) this pit seven times. 

6)Field events (consist/have consisted) of jumping and throwing. 

VI. Complete the sentences with the verbs in the correct form. 

1)The Olympic combined event ... decathlon. (to be) 

2)Over eight million ... in for track-and-field in our country.(to go) 
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3)The number, of athletes on the start ... upon the distance.(to depend) 

4)Thousands of people ... in the parks. (to run) 

5)Му favorite kind of sport in school ... jumping. (to be) 

б)Russian athletes ... very high in the last Olympic Games. (to jump) 

Коммуникативно - речевь a упражнения. 

VII. Answer the questions. • 

1) What is which there is a pit filled with water? 

2) Why is it often called the queen of sports? 

3) How many starts are there in running and walking? 

4) What distances do hurdle races include? 

5) How many times should the athlete take the pit? 

6) How many varieties of jumping are there ? 

7) What does throwing consist of? 

8) Where was javelin throwing born? 

9) When was hammer-throwing born? 

VIII. Ask questions. 

1) Over eight million go in for track-and-field in our country. How many ... ? 

2) The main part of the events are contested either on the track or on 

the field of the stadium. Where ... ? 

3) Running and walking distinguish two kinds of starts. How many ... ? 

4) Hurdle races include the following distances: 110 m., 200 m. and 400 m. 

What...? 

5) Javelin was also born in ancient Greece. Where...?  

IX. Translate the sentences into English. 
1) Миллионы  людей занимаются Легка атлeтикoй. 
2) Бeг и ходьба предусматривают два вида старта- общий и раздельный. 

3) Общий старт используется нa короткие дистанции. 

4) Число спортсменов нa cтapтe зависит oт дистанции. 

5) Бeг c барьерами включает несколько дистанций, нa каждой по10 барьеров. 

6) Высота барьера зависит oт дистанции. 

7) Ha дистанции 3000 метpoв 35 препятствий. 

8) Атлет  должен преодолеть яму c водой ceмь раз. 

9) Метение молота зародилось в Бpитaнии в начале 19 векa. 

10) Метание диска один из старейших спортивных соревнований. 

X. Continue the sentences. 

1) Track and field athletics is one... . 

2) Field events consist of... . 

3) Track and field athletics also includes... . 

4)  Hurdling, is one of the most difficult and ... . 
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5) Steeplechase is also one of... . 

6) There are four varieties of ... . 

7)  Throwing consists  of  . . .  .  

8) Javelin throwing was also ... . 

XI. Do you agree or disagree with the expressions. 

1) Track and field athletics is not popular kinds of sport. 

2) It is often called the king of sports. 

3) The track sees all the races both throwing and walking. 

4) Field events consist of running and throwing. 

5) The crouch start is used in long distances. 

6) The height of the hurdle depends on the distance. 

7) The athlete should take this pit ten times. 

8) Discus-throwing was born in ancient Greece more than 2000 years ago. 

 

XII. Tell about the track and field athletics. 

 

Read the  text and translate.   

Skiing 

Skiing is a favorite sport in   with snow covering European Russia for six or 

seven months of the year, and parts of Siberia all the year round. 

The Russian scientists who made archeological discoveries say that skis were 

used in the" region of the White Sea in a period dating back to the Neolitic 

age. They point out the significance of skis at that time. Skis were used by the Slavic 

tribes of Russia both as a means of communication on  snow and ice and in 

hunting. Skis were also widely used by the Russian warriors during winter 

military operations. Detachments on skis had been a national innovation in 

the military affairs of our country in the XVth century, while the armies of Europe 

knew nothing about it at that time. 

The first story about fighting on skis can be found in the annals 

dating from 1444. It is a description of an offensive against Tartars who 

attacked Ryazan. 

In spite of the fact that technique is on such a high level today, our 

„Snow Cavalry" very often decides the issue of a battle. 

The beginning of skiing as a kind of sport in Russia dates from the 

end of the XIXth century in connection with the opening of Moscоw club of 

skiers in 1895. That club was the first to organize tribes in skiing both in Moscow 

and in other towns of old Russia.  In 1910, a league was set up with ten member 

clubs and a National Skiers' Association founded, so they initiated the first national 

ski championships over 30 versts (32 km). Long-distance skiing became very 

popular: in 1911, four Moscow skiers completed the Moscow-St Petersburg run (a 
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distance of 725 km) in 12 days, 6  hours and 22 minutes. The next year, the first ski-

jumping contests were held at Pargolovo, near the capital. 

Ski-running is an event that has practically no viewers. Usually only 

the referees and officials see the skiers start and wait for them to return in 

an hour, two or three (depending on the distance), not being able to see the 

skiers, the race, etc. because they are far away in the woods while the officials 

have to stay at the finish line. It's ever so sorrowful that such interesting races 

cannot be watched by the fans.  

Ski-jumping is a very exciting sport, too. A long smooth hill is 

chosen for a course. About one third of the distance down, an eleva tion of 

two metres called the hop is built and covered with snow. Тhe jumper starts and 

when the hop is reached straightens up and sails through the air, touching the 

ground again several metres from the bottom of the hill. The skill consists in retaining 

the standing position and continuing the run down the hill. 

Skiing competition is organized by the International  Ski Federation which is 

responsible for development of rules and scheduling of competitions worldwide in 

alpine skiing, cross country skiing, freestyle skiing, Nordic combined and ski 

jumping. Competition is managed in each country by its national association.   

Nowadays there are different kinds of skiing: Alpine skiing, Freestyle skiing, 

Nordic skiing, Nordic Jumping and others .   

 

Лексико-грамматические упражнения 

I. Learn the words .   

 

dating back датируемый to return возвращаться 

 a   tribe племя a league лига 

 long-distance длинная дистанц. exciting зрелищный 

 a   ski-jumping прыжки на лыжи smooth ровный 

 a   skier лыжник a   skill мастерство 

 a   contest соревнование   

II. Translate into  English.  

1) Любимый вид спорта 

2) В снегом покрытой  

3) Использовались славянскими племенами 

4) Начало развития как спортивного вида 

5) Первые соревнования по прыжкам на лыжах 

6) Лыжный пробег на длинную дистанцию 

7) Зависящий от дистанции 

8) Длинная  ровная гора 
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9)  Возвышение в два метра 

III. Make up sentences from the word. 

1) Skis, used, of the White Sea, to the Neolithic age, in a period, were, in 

the" region, dating back. 

2) Is, has, ski-running, that, practically, an event, no viewers.  

3) Only, and officials, the skiers, to return, wait for them, the referees, 

see, start and. 

4) Is, ski-jumping, exciting,  a very, sport.  

5) Smooth, is, a long, chosen, hill, for a course. 

6) Consists, the skill, in retaining, position and, continuing, the standing, down, 

the run, the hill. 

 

IV. Make up sentences.   

1) The first story about fighting on  1) on  snow and ice and in hunting. 

2) Long-distance skiing became very 

popular: in 1911, four Moscow skiers  

2) while the officials have to stay at the 

finish line. 

3) Ski-jumping is  3) is built and covered with snow. 

4) About one third of the distance 

down, an elevation of two metres 

called the hop  

4)completed the Moscow-St Petersburg 

run (a distance of 725 km) in 12 days, 6  

hours and 22 minutes. 

5) They are far away in the woods  5) a very exciting sport 

6) Skis were used by the Slavic tribes of 

Russia both as a means of 

communication  

6) skis can be found in the annals 

dating from 1444. 

 

V. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the brackets. 

1) Moscоw club of skiers  (was/were) the first to organize tribes in skiing. 

2) Usually only the referees and officials  (see/saw)  the skiers start 

and (wait/waited) for them to return in an hour. 

3) Our skiers (won/have won) the last competition.  

4) In these year skiers from our college (took/have taken) part in all 

compilations.  

5) The skill  (consist/ consists)  in retaining the standing position and continuing 

the run down the hill. 

6) In 1911, four Moscow skiers (complete/completed) the Moscow-St 

Petersburg run 

VI. Complete the sentences with the verbs in the correct form. 
1) Skiing competition … by the International  Ski Federation.(to  organize) 

2) In beginning of XX century Long-distance skiing … very popular.(to 

become) 
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3) In each country   national association … the  competition. (to manage)  

4) Nowadays races can  …by the fans. (to watch) 

5) Russian sportsmen … part at the Olympic Games. (to take) 

6) Ski-running  …  practically no viewers.(to have)  

 

Коммуникативно - речевые упражнения. 

 

VII. Answer  the questions.  
1) What do the Russian scientists   say about the using ski? 

2) When does the beginning of skiing as a kind of sport in Russia date?  

3) Who usually   see the skiers start and wait for them to return?  

4) Is  ski-jumping a very exciting sport? 

5) In what does she skill consist? 

6) When was a league set up? 

7) By who is skiing competition organized? 

VIII. Ask  questions. 
1) Skiing is a favorite sport in   with snow covering European Russia. What… ? 

2) A long smooth hill is chosen for a course. What …? 

3) In 1910, a league was set up with ten member clubs and a National Skiers' 

Association founded. When …? 

4) Long-distance skiing became very popular. What …? 

5) The first ski-jumping contests were held at Pargolovo, near the capita in 1911. 

When …? 

6) About one third of the distance down, an eleva tion of two metres called 

the hop is built and covered with snow. When ..? 

 

IX.  Translate the sentences into  English. 
1) Лыжный спорт очень популярен среди жителей нашей страны. 

2) Один из традиционных видов лыжного  спорта –гонки в классическом 

стиле. 

3) В лыжных гонках мало зрителей. 

4) Прыжки с трамплина –один из зрелищных видов спорта. 

5) В настоящее время существуют различные виды соревнований на лыжах. 

6) Лыжный спорт –один из главных видов на Зимних Олимпийских играх. 

7) Международная Федерация ответственна за расписание соревнований. 

8) Четыре Московских лыжника соревновались в пробеге на  725 км. 12 

дней, 6 часов и 22 минуты. 

X. Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions.  

1) Skiing is not a favorite sport in   with snow covering most part of   Russia. 

2) Skis were used in the" region of the Black Sea in a period dating back 

to the Neolitic age. 
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3) The first story about fighting on skis can be found in the annals 

dating from 1454. 

4) The beginning of skiing as a kind of sport in Russia dates from the 

end of the XX th century. 

5)  Moscоw club of skiers  was the first to organize tribes in skiing both in 

Moscow and in other towns of old Russia. 

6)  Ski-jumping is not a very exciting sport   

XI. Continue the sentences. 

1) The first story  about fighting on… . 

2) Skis were also widely used by… .  

3) The beginning of skiing as a kind of… .  

4) Usually only the referees and officials see… .  

5) Ski-jumping is a very… .  

6) Тhe jumper starts and when the hop is… .  

  

XII. Tell about    skiing.   

 

Read the  text and translate.   

The figure skating 

 

With snow covering European Russia for six or seven months of the year, and 

parts of Siberia all the year round, winter games naturally played an important part in 

organized winter recreation.  

During that part of the year when the rivers were icebound, yacht clubs not 

infrequently turned themselves into ice-skating or figure-skating organizations. 

The figure skating is a kind of skating sport; competition or performance on an 

ice, with music composition including combinations of steps, rotations, jumps and 

pair supporting. There are many varieties of figure skating, such as: single (men or 

female), pair figure skating and sport dances. 

The native land of figure skating is Holland. The first skates with iron runners 

appeared in the 13-14th centuries there. In 1702 in Edinburgh the first skate’s club 

has been organized and its members created the first official rules for competitions. 

So, the first international competitions of figure skating (for men only) took place in 

1882 in Vein. Sometimes later in 1896, St. Petersburg had become the first Russian 

city of carrying out the first official world championship.  

In the beginning of the 20 century the basic types of jumps in figure skating 

have been named to honour of their founders: Salhov, Luts, Rittberger, Aksal and 

Paulsan. 

In effect, the first skating club arose in the capital of Russia  in 1864. 

Somewhat later, the Society of Amateur Skaters sent its members abroad to take part 

in competitions and, in 1883, A. P Lebedev won the unofficial world figure-skating 

title in Helsinki — the first Russian success in international competitions. When the 
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official world championships were inaugurated, Lebedev won the men's title in 

1890. A member of the same society, Alexander Panshin, won the Austrian 

speed-skating championships and went on to win the world title in 1889 at the 

Amsterdam Speed Skating Club. A month later, he won the first ever Russian speed-

skating tournament, held in Мoscow 

In the first decade of the 20th century, the great Russian figure-skater Nikolai 

Panin dominated Russian, European and world figure-skating and won a gold medal 

at the 1908 London Olympic Games. In speed-skating, too, Russians continued to do 

well internationally. In 1910 and 1911, Nicolai Strunnikov won European and world 

titles and set a world record that remained unsurpassed for 17 years. The following 

year, however, he left the sport in protest against the parsimonious attitude of the 

Russian authorities, having been refused financial support for his journeys to compete 

abroad. His vacant European title was won in 1913 by Uasily  Ippolitov.  

Figure skating is an  Olympic sport in which individuals, pairs, or groups 

perform  spins, jumps, footwork and other intricate and challenging moves on  ice. 

Figure skaters compete at various levels from beginner up to the Olympic level 

(senior), and at local, national, and international competitions. The  International 

Skating Union  (ISU) regulates international figure skating judging and competitions. 

Figure skating is an official event in the  Winter Olympic Games. In languages other 

than English, figure skating is usually referred to by a name that translates as "artistic 

skating".  

The sport is also associated with show-business. Major competitions generally 

include exhibitions at the end in which the top-placing skaters perform for the crowd 

by showing off their various skills. Many skaters, both during and after their 

competitive careers, also skate in ice skating exhibitions or shows which run during 

the competitive season and the off-season. 

I. Learn the words .     

   

covering пoкpывaющий to arose возникать 

unsurpassed  непревзойденный a  success успех 

recreation отдых a figure-skating фигурное катание 

a  rotation вращение a  supporting поддержка 

sport dances спортивные танцы single одиночное (катание) 

       

II.  Translate into Russian. 

1) won the men's title 6)speed-skating tournament 

2) speed-skating championships 7) the great Russian figure-skater 

3) the world title 8) the official world championships  

4) varieties of figure skating 9. Russian authorities 
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5) won the unofficial world figure-

skating title 

10) combinations of steps 

11) performance on an ice 

III. Make up sentences from the words.  

1) Skating , the figure, a kind, is, of skating sport. 

2) Land, skating, is,  the native, of figure, Holland. 

3) Skating, in the capital, in 1864, arose, the first, club, of Russia. 

4) Skating, figure,  an Olympic, is, sport. 

5) The sport, associated, , also,  show-business, with, is. 

6) Skating, figure, usually, to by, translates,that, as, a name, referred, "artistic 

skating", is.  

IV.  Connect  the parts  of sentences.   

1) Individuals, pairs, or groups perform  1) in the  Winter Olympic Games 

2) Figure skaters compete  2) skating is Holland. 

3) Figure skating is an official event  3) with show-business. 

4) The native land of figure  4) at various levels. 

5) The sport is also associated  5) pair figure skating and sport dances. 

6) There are many varieties of figure 

skating, such as: single 

6) spins, jumps, footwork  and other 

intricate and challenging moves on  ice. 

V. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the brackets. 

1) Nowadays winter games naturally  (plays /played) an important part in 

organized winter recreation.  

2) The first skates with iron runners (appear/appeared) in the 13-14th centuries 

there. 

3) Individuals, pairs, or groups (perform/have perform) spins, jumps, footwork    

and other intricate and challenging moves on  ice. 

4) Our figure skater (won/ has won) the silver medal at these Olympics. 

5) Figure skating (play/plays) an important role in Olympic movement. 

6)  The International Skating Union  (regulated/ regulates) international figure 

skating judging and competitions. 

VI. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb from the box.   
Compete, has been organized, is associated, took place, skate, created, 

include. 

1) The sport …also …with show-business. 

2) In 1702 in Edinburgh the first skate’s club … and its members … the first 

official rules for competitions. 

3) Figure skaters … at various levels from beginner up to the Olympic level 

(senior), and at local, national, and international competitions. 

4) Major competitions generally…  exhibitions at the end in which the top-

placing skaters perform for the crowd by showing off their various skills. 
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5) The first international competitions of figure skating (for men only) … in 1882 

in Vein. 

6) Many skaters, both during and after their competitive careers, also … in ice 

skating exhibitions or shows which run during the competitive season and the 

off-season. 

VII. Answer  the questions.  
1) How many   varieties are there of figure skating? 

2) With what is the figure skating   associated? 

3) What do major competitions generally include? 

4) At what levels do figure skaters compete? 

5) What is the native land of figure skating? 

6) When did the first skates with iron runners appear?   

VIII. Ask  questions. 

1) In 1702 in Edinburgh the first skate’s club has been organized. When…? 

2) Members of club created the first official rules for competitions. Who…? 

3) The first skating club arose in the capital of Russia  in 1864. When …? 

4) Figure skating is an  Olympic Sport.  Is…? 

5) The International Skating Union(ISU) regulates international figure skating 

judging and competitions. What …? 

6) Russian authorities, having been refused financial support for his journeys to 

compete abroad. Who…? 

IX. Translate the sentences into  English. 
1) В покрытой снегом Европейской части России  зимние игры играли 

важную роль в организации  отдыха. 

2) Первый  клуб любителей катания на коньках появился в  1864 году. 

3) Великий русский фигурист Панин  выиграл золотую медаль на 

Олимпийских играх в 1908 году. 

4) В фигурном катании соревнуются на различных уровнях . 

5) Фигурное катание ассоциируется с шоу бизнесом.  

6) В России фигурному катанию уделяют большое внимание.  

X. Continue the sentences. 

1) Winter games naturally played ... . 

2) During that part of the year when the rivers were icebound ... . 

3) In effect, the first skating club ... .   

4) In the first decade of the 20th century, the great Russian figure-skater ... . 

5) Figure skating is an  Olympic sport in which individuals, pairs, or… . 

6) Figure skaters compete at various levels from… . 

7) Major competitions generally include exhibitions at the end in… . 

8)  Many skaters, both during and after their competitive careers, also… . 

XI.  Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions.  
1) The native land of figure skating is Finland. 

2) The first skating club arose in the capital of Russia  in 1866. 
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3) Figure skaters compete at various levels from beginner up to the Olympic level 

(senior), and at local, national, and international competitions. 

4) Figure skating is an unofficial event in the  Winter Olympic Games. 

5) The   International Skating Union (ISU) regulates  local figure skating judging 

and competitions. 

6) The sport is also associated with show-business. 

 

XII.  Tell about   figure skating.  

 

Read and translate  the text. 

Gymnastics 

 

Gymnastics is one of the most important means of physical education. The 

progressive Russian scientists pointed out to the fact that gymnastics was of 

great significance for the health of the people. 

The aim of gymnastics is to  raise a perfectly: developed and healthy 

generation. It deals with  the question of  general physical development and 

the perfection of the mechanism of movements in men. 

Gymnastics helps to strengthen and shape the muscles and joints and  

develops such qualities as strength, endurance, speed, skill, will power, 

courage, sense of rhythm, modesty and will for victory. 

Sports gymnastics began to spread in our country in 1881. Gymnastics 

became very popular at the beginning of the 20th century partly for political reasons. 

Russia's defeat in the Crimean War in 185 like Prussia's defeat by Napoleon, resulted 

in searching for ways stabilization. Just as the German Turnen gymnastics societies, 

the Czech Sokol and the Scandinavian gymnastics movements of the 19th century 

had been attempts to regenerate their peoples after military disasters, some Russian 

officials hoped the same could be done for Russia. 

The first gymnastics club arose in St Petersburg in 1863 ( although   a 

Swede, de Pauli, had opened the first Gymnastics Institute in Russia  back  in 1830) 

and was followed in the same year by the famous Pal’ma  Gymnastics Society which 

soon had branches in five other cities. In 1868,  the Moscow Gymnastics Society was 

formed and held its meeting in a large hall on Tsvetnoi Boulevard (nowadays 

the Dinamo  Club  gymnasium). Pyotr Lesgaft, the "father" of Russian physical 

education, introduced gymnastics on the Prussian model into the army in 1874 and  in 

1896, for civilians. The first national federation for any sport, the Russian 

Gymnastics Society, was formed in 1883 on the initiative of several social reformers, 

including the writer (and medical practitioner) Anton Chekhov. 

The physical exercises were introduced into Russian schools  and colleges in 

the 1870s. They largely served the interests of the army. Kozlovsky, who was 

at the head of this movement, pointed out that gymnastics could be a direct form 

of military training. So-called  "disciplinary exercises" were designed to produce 
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"a disciplined subject in peacetime and a fearless fighter in war". The official school 

gymnastics  manuals of 1872 and 1878, in fact, prescribed exercises modeled on the 

Prussian military drill regulations of 1847. Marching in ranks and columns, turning 

on the march, wheeling, forming sections, etc., were to be practiced under the 

command of a gymnastics leader or drill instructor. 

Nonetheless, there existed the nationalistic Sokol school of gymnastics that 

was mainly assimilated into Russia in the 1880s by the new gymnastics societies. 

They have the base among the aristocracy and middle class. They made gymnastics 

popular enough for a team to be sent to the Olympics of 1912 and actually to win 

medals. 

Two years later the first gymnastic society was created in Мoscow.  

For a short period of time we have achieved great successes in gymnastics. 

In 1937 the Soviet gymnasts took part in international competitions for the first 

time. It was in Belgium. 

Many times our gymnasts -men and women - took part in the Olympic 

Games and they were always successful. They often wolf first places and 

became absolute champions of the Olympic Games. We have many world and 

European champions among our gymnasts. 

 There are many different apparatus in  gym-hall: a gym-horse, a 

horizontal bar, parallel bars, a vaulting buck, rings, a beam, a rope, wall bars, a 

pole. 

The most typical and specific gymnastic exercises are the following: 

line-up exercises, general-developing exercises, acrobatic and free exercises, 

most part of the jumps (mainly vaulting), exercises on the apparatus, and particularly 

specific exercises in calisthenics.   

 

 Лексико-грамматические упражнения  

I. Learn the words .    

turning выполняя повороты an  endurance выносливость 

wheeling передвигаясь по кругу  a  courage сила 

to assimilate осваивать a horizontal bar горизонт. брус 

marching маршируя  forming sections выстраиваясь 

to strengthen усиливать, укреплять a beam балка 

rings кольца a rope канат 

line-up 

exercises 

 shape the 

muscles 

формировать 

мускулы 

II. Translate into English.   

1. physical education 6. prescribed exercises 

2. significance for the health 7. marching in ranks and columns 
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3. to strengthen and shape the 

muscles 

8. turning on the march 

4. sense of rhythm 9. a gymnastics leader 

5. the head of this movement 10. specific gymnastic exercises 

III. Make up sentences.  
1) Great, was, of the people, of significance, gymnastics, for the health,. 

2) The aim, to  raise, is, developed, a perfectly:, and healthy generation, of 

gymnastics. 

3) Helps, to strengthen, gymnastics,  the muscles, and shape. 

4) The physical, were, into, schools, in the 1870s, introduced, exercises, Russian,  and 

colleges. 

5) We, our, have, world, many, and European, among, gymnasts, champions. 

6) The first, federation, national,  for any sport, the Russian, was, Gymnastics Society, 

in 1883, formed. 

IV. Connect  the parts  of sentences.   

1) Gymnastics is one of the most  1) for the health of the people. 

2)Sports gymnastics began to spread  2) and shape the muscles 

3) Gymnastics was of great significance  3) St Petersburg in 1863 

4) The first gymnastics club arose in  4) developed and healthy generation. 

5) Gymnastics helps to strengthen  5) in our country in 1881 

6)The aim of gymnastics is to  raise 

a perfectly:  

6) important means of physical 

education. 

V. Complete the sentences with the underlined   words. 

such qualities, European champions, at the beginning, of  general physical 

development , into Russian, great significance 

1) Gymnastics was of … for the health of the people. 

2) It deals with  the question … and the perfection of the mechanism of movements 

in men. 

3) Gymnastics develops … as strength, endurance, speed, skill, will power, 

courage, sense of rhythm, modesty and will for victory. 

4) Gymnastics became very popular … of the 20th century partly for political reasons. 

5) The physical exercises were introduced … schools  and colleges in the 1870s. 

6) We have many world and … among our gymnasts. 

VI. Complete the sentences with the verbs in the right form. 
1) Gymnastics … of great significance for the health of the people.(to be) 

2) Sokol school of gymnastics … gymnastics popular enough for a team to be sent to the 

Olympics of 1912. (to make) 

3) Many times our gymnasts  … in the Olympic Games and they were always 

successful. (to take part) 

4) The physical exercises … into Russian schools  and colleges. (to  introduce) 
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5) For a short period of time we …great successes in gymnastics.(to achieve)  

6) Two years later the first gymnastic society …in Мoscow.  (to  create) 

 

Коммуникативно - речевые упражнения. 

VII. Answer  the questions. 
1) Why was gymnastics so popular at the beginning of the 20th century? 

2) When and where did the first gymnastics club arise? 

3) What was done by P. F. Lesgaft to develop this sports event? 

4) What is associated here with the name of A. P. Chekhov? 

5) What was gymnastics like that time? 

6) What school formed the team to be sent to the Olympics? 

7) How many different apparatus   are there  in  gym-hall? 

8) What are the most typical and specific gymnastic exercises? 

VIII. Ask  questions. 
1) The aim of gymnastics is to  raise a perfectly: developed and healthy 

generation. What …? 

2) Gymnastics helps to strengthen and shape the muscles and joints. What…? 

3)  There are many different apparatus in  gym-hall. How many …? 

4) Two years later the first gymnastic society was created in Мoscow. When… 

? 

5) The physical exercises were introduced into Russian schools  and colleges in the 

1870s. Where …? 

6) The most typical and specific gymnastic exercises are the following: line -

up exercises, general-developing exercises, acrobatic and free exercises, most 

part of the jumps. What …? 

IX. Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions.   

1) Gymnastics is one of the least  important means of physical education. 

2) The aim of gymnastics is to  raise a perfectly: developed and healthy 

generation. 

3) Gymnastics became very popular at the beginning of the 20th century partly for  

commercial  reasons. 

4) The first national federation for any sport, the Russian Gymnastics Society, was 

formed in 1873. 

5) The most typical and specific gymnastic exercises are the following:   

acrobatic and free exercises. 

6) We have many world and European champions among our gymnasts. 

X. Translate the sentences into English. 
1) Гимнастика очень популярна в нашей стране. 

2) Гимнастика –это лучший способ поддерживать форму. 

3) Российские гимнасты принимают участие в Мировых чемпионатах. 

4) Для занятий спортивной гимнастикой нужно специальное оборудование. 

5) В нашем городе  есть школы и клубы, где проводят тренировки по гимнастике. 

6) Существует множество снарядов в зале гимнастики. 
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XI. Continue the sentences. 

1) Gymnastics is one of the most… . 

2) The aim of gymnastics is to … .  

3) So-called  "disciplinary exercises" were designed to … . 

4) There are many different apparatus in  … .  

5) The most typical and specific gymnastic exercises are … . 

6) Many times our gymnasts -men and women – took … . 

XI . Give the written description of two directions of development of gymnastic in the  

beginning of the XX century, use  the text  and following expressions  
The text is devoted to the early days of gymnastics in Russia.  

There existed two branches in the gymnastics development ... .  

The first branch was formed on the basis of ... .   

 

Read and translate  the text. 

Weightlifting 

 

 Olympic weightlifting, also called Olympic – style weightlifting, is a sport in 

which participants attempt a maximum weight single lift of a barbell loaded with 

weight plates. 

The two lifts competed are the  clean and jerk and the snatch. Clean and press 

was another weightlifting technique, discontinued due to difficulties in judging 

proper form. 

The compound word “weightlifting” is also often used to refer to  weight 

training. 

In comparison with powerlifting which tests limit strength (with or without 

lifting aids), Olympic weightlifting tests ballistic limits (explosive strength) with 

smaller weights, such that the lifts must be executed faster and with more mobility, 

because of a greater range of motion during the lifts. However, parts of the lift, 

especially in the clean and jerk do test for absolute strength, as power is not an issue 

in executing that part of the lift. 

While there are relatively few competitive Olympic lifters, the lifts and their 

components are commonly used by elite athletes to train for explosive and functional 

strength. 

The competitive sport is controlled by the International Weightlifting 

Federation (IWF), based in  Budapest, it was founded in 1905. 

Competitors compete in one of eight (seven for women) divisions determined 

by their  body mass. These classes are: men's: 56 kg,(123 lb  ), 62 kg (137 lb), 69 kg 

(152 lb), 77 kg (170 lb), 85 kg (187 lb), 94 kg (207 lb), 105 kg (231 lb), and over 

105 kg; and women's: 48 kg (106 lb), 53 kg (117 lb), 58 kg (128 lb), 63 kg (139 lb), 

69 kg (152 lb), 75 kg (165 lb), and over 75 kg.  explosive and functional strength. 

Competitors compete in both the snatch and clean and jerk, and prizes are usually 

given for the heaviest weights lifted in the snatch, clean and jerk, and the two 

combined. 
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The order of the competition is up to the lifters – the competitor who chooses 

to attempt the lowest  weight  goes first. If they are unsuccessful at that weight, they 

have the option of reattempting that lift or trying a heavier weight later (after any 

other competitors have made attempts at that weight or any intermediate weights). 

Weights are set in 1 kilogram increments and each lifter can have a maximum of 

three lifts, regardless of whether lifts are successful or not.  

The title "best lifter" is commonly awarded at local competitions. The award is 

based on compete typically, the winner of the heaviest weight class will have lifted 

the most weight, but a lifter in a lighter weight class will have lifted more in 

proportion to his bodyweight. 

Weightlifting is very popular in our college. There are some  Candidates  of 

Master of Sports.. There take place All-Russia Compitaitions.   

 

 Лексико-грамматические упражнения  

I. Learn the words .    

a  participant участник a  jerk толчок 

a  weight вес commonly обычно 

to   attempt пытаться a  weight division весовая категория 

loaded загруженный unsuccessful неудачный 

a barbell штанга regardless независимо 

a  snatch рывок reattempting перепопытка 

 

II. Translate into Russian. 

1) a barbell loaded 7) a greater range of motion 

2) with weight plates 8) by elite athletes 

3) the two lifts competed 9) explosive and functional strength 

4) another weightlifting technique 10) the heaviest weights lifted 

5) in judging proper form. 11) at local competitions 

6) with more mobility 12)the winner of the heaviest weight class 

III. Make up sentences from the words.  
1) Is, weightlifting, a  sport,  participants, weight,  attempt, , in which, a 

maximum, single, lift. 

2) The two, competed, are, the snatch, the  clean, lifts, and jerk, and. 

3) Olympic, ballistic, tests, smaller, limits (explosive strength) with, 

weightlifting, weights. 

4) Competitors, in one of eight, divisions, by their body,  compete, determined, 

mass, (seven for women). 
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5) Who, the competitor, to attempt, chooses,  the lowest, goes, weight., first. 

6) Of the heaviest,  the winner, class, weight, will have, the most, lifted, 

weight. 

 

IV. Connect  the parts  of sentences. 

1) The two lifts competed are the 1) for explosive and functional strength. 

2) The International Weightlifting 2) Federation ( IWF) based in  Budapest. 

 3)   The International Weightlifting 3) kilogram increments. 

4) Weights are set in 1  4) Federation was founded in 1905. 

5) The award is based on the lifters'  5)  clean and jerk and the snatch. 

6) the lifts and their components are 

commonly used by elite athletes to train  

6)  Sinclair Coefficients, which calculate 

strength-to-weight ratio of the lifters.   

  

V. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the brackets. 
1) Olympic weightlifting … ballistic limits   with smaller weights. (to test) 

2) Competitors … in one of eight (seven for women) divisions. (to compete) 

3) The winner of the heaviest weight class … the most weight.(to  lift) 

4) Competitors … in both the snatch and clean and jerk.(to compete) 

5) The competitor who … to attempt the lowest  weight goes first. (to  choose) 

6)  After  any other competitors … attempts at that weight or any intermediate 

weights. (to make) 

 

Коммуникативно - речевые упражнения. 

 

VI. Answer  the questions.  
1) What is weightlifting? 

2) Are the two lifts competed  the clean and jerk and the snatch.? 

3) To what is  the compound word " weightlifting "  often used? 

4) Who is controlled by the International Weightlifting Federation? 

5) Of what have the sportsmen the option if they are unsuccessful at that 

weight?  

6)  What will have lifted the winner of the heaviest weight class?  

VII. Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions.   
1) The two lifts competed are the clean and jerk and the snatch. 

2) Olympic weightlifting tests ballistic limits   with larger weights. 

3) There are relatively more competitive Olympic lifters. 

4) The International Weightlifting Federation  (IWF) was founded in 1915. 

5) They have the option of reattempting that lift or trying a heavier weight 

later. 

6) The title "best lifter" is commonly awarded at international competitions. 
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VIII. Continue the sentences.  
1) Weightlifting  is a sport in which participants attempt … . 

2) The two lifts competed are … . 

3) Olympic weightlifting tests ballistic … . 

4) The lifts and their components are commonly used by … . 

5) Competitors compete in one of eight (seven for women) … . 

6) Competitors compete in both the snatch and … . 

7) The order of the competition is up… . 

8) The award is based on compete Typically, the winner of … . 

 

IX. Tell about weightlifting. 
 

Read and translate  the text. 

Wrestling 

 

Wrestling is an ancient martial art that uses grappling   type techniques such as 

clinch fighting, throws and  takedowns, joint locks, pins  and other grappling holds. A 

wrestling bout is a physical competition, between two (occasionally more) 

competitors or sparing partners, who attempt to gain and maintain a  superior 

position. There are a wide range of styles with varying rules with both traditional 

historic and modern styles. Wrestling techniques have been incorporated into other 

martial arts as well as military  hand-to-hand  combat systems. 

Greco-Roman wrestling became an event at the first modern  Olympic games, 

in Athens in 1896. Since 1908, the event has been in every Summer Olympics.  

Freestyle wrestling became an Olympic event, in 1904. Women's freestyle 

wrestling was added to the Summer Olympics in 2004.  

Since 1921, the International Federation of Associated Wrestling Styles (FILA) 

. has regulated amateur wrestling  as an athletic discipline, while professional 

wrestling has largely become infused with theatrics but still requires athletic ability. 

Greco-Roman is an international discipline and an Olympic sport. "In Greco-

Roman style, it is forbidden to hold the opponent below the belt, to make trips, and to 

actively use the legs in the execution of any action." Recent rule changes in Greco-

Roman increase opportunities for and place greater emphasis on explosive, 'high 

amplitude' throws. Pinning ones opponent to the mat, is professional wrestling.  One 

of the most well known Greco-Roman wrestlers is Alexander Karelin  from  Russia. 

Freestyle wrestling is international discipline and an Olympic sport, for both 

men and women. This style allows the use of the wrestler's or his opponent's legs in 

offense and defense. Freestyle wrestling, has its greatest origins in  catch-as-catch-

can wrestling  and the prime victory condition in this styles involves the wrestler 

winning by throw and pinning his opponent on the mat.  American high school and 

college wrestling is conducted under different rules and is termed  scholastic and 
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collegiate wrestling . Outside the U.S., one can find professional wrestlers who 

compete by the rules of freestyle wrestling. 

   

Лексико-грамматические упражнения  

I. Learn the words .    

wrestling борьба to   regulate регулировать 

a  martial art военное искусство theatric театральный 

to  attempt пытаться a  belt пояс 

to gain   извлекать пользу forbidden запрещенный 

maintain поддерживать  an offense нарушение 

II. Translate into Russian. 
 

1)  an ancient martial art. 7) hand-to-hand combat systems. 

2) grappling type techniques 8) an athletic discipline 

3) a  superior position 9) amateur wrestling 

4) a wrestling bout 10) different rules 

5) a wide range of styles 11) 'high amplitude' throws 

6) freestyle wrestling  12) modern styles 

 

III. Make up sentences from the words.  
1) A wrestling, is, bout a physical, two, competition, bout ,between or sparing, 

competitors, partners. 

2) An international, Greco-Roman , an Olympic,  discipline, is, and, sport. 

3) Pinning, opponent, is, to the mat,  professional wrestling. 

4) Allows, of the wrestler's, the use, or, legs, his opponent's, in offense, defense, 

Freestyle, and,  wrestling. 

5) Wrestling,professional, has, become, largely, infused, but, with theatrics, still, 

athletic, requires, ability. 

6) There, a wide,  range, are , of styles, varying, with, rules. 

 

IV. Connect  the parts  of sentences.  

 

1) Wrestling is an ancient   martial art 1) discipline and an Olympic sport. 

2) A wrestling bout is a physical  2) wrestling is conducted under  rules  

3) Freestyle wrestling is international  3) origins in catch-as-catch-can wrestling   

4) Freestyle wrestling, has its greatest  4) legs in offense and defense. 
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5) American high school and college   5) that uses grappling   type techniques 

6) Freestyle wrestling allows the use 

of the wrestler's or his opponent's  

6) competition, between two competitors 

or sparing partners 

  

V. Complete the sentences with the underlined  words. 
 

Became, professional, is conducted, involves, martial arts, traditional historic 

 

1) There are a wide range of styles with varying rules with both … and modern 

styles. 

2) Freestyle wrestling… an Olympic event, in 1904. 

3) Pinning ones opponent to the mat, is  …  wrestling.  

4) The prime victory condition in Freestyle  … the wrestler winning by throw and 

pinning his opponent on the mat. 

5) Wrestling techniques have been incorporated into other … as well as military    

hand-to-hand  combat systems. 

6)  systems. 

7) American high school and college wrestling … under different rules and is 

termed scholastic and collegiate wrestling 

 

VI. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the brackets. 
 

1) Wrestling   (use/uses) grappling type techniques such as clinchfighting and 

takedowns, joint locks, pins and other grappling. 

2) Greco-Roman wrestling (become/became) an event at the first modern 

Olympic Games in Athens in 1896. 

3) The prime victory condition  (involve/ involves) the wrestler winning by throw 

and pinning his opponent on the mat. 

4) Wrestling techniques (have  incorporated/ have been incorporated) into other 

martial arts as well as military hand-to-hand combat systems. 

5) This style (allow/allows) the use of the wrestler's or his opponent's legs in 

offense and defense. 

6) Since 1908, the event (was/has been) in every Summer Olympics.  

 

 

  Коммуникативно - речевые упражнения. 

 

VII. Answer  the questions.   
1) What kind of art is wrestling? 

2) What is a wrestling bout? 

3) When did Greco-Roman wrestling become an event? 
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4) Since what time has the International Federation of Associated Wrestling 

Styles (FILA) regulated amateur as an athletic discipline? 

5) Who is one of the most well known Greco-Roman wrestlers? 

6) Are there a wide range of styles with varying rules with both traditional 

historic and modern styles? 

 

VIII. Ask  questions. 

1) Wrestling uses grappling type techniques such as clinch fighting, throws and 

takedowns,  joint locks, pins and other grappling holds.   What… ? 

2) Wrestling techniques have been incorporated into other martial arts as well as 

military hand-to-hand combat systems. Into what… ? 

3) Greco-Roman wrestling became an event at the first modern Olympic games., 

in Athens in 1896. When …? 

4) Women's freestyle wrestling was added to the Summer Olympics in 2004. 

When … ? 

5) Recent rule changes in Greco-Roman increase opportunities for. What …? 

6) Greco-Roman is an international discipline and an Olympic sport. What…? 

 

IX.  Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions.   
1) Wrestling is an ancient  martial art. 

2) A wrestling bout is a physical competition, between three  competitors or 

sparing partners. 

3) Wrestling techniques have been incorporated into other political  arts as well as 

military hand-to-hand  combat systems. 

4) Pinning ones opponent to the mat  is professional wrestling.  

5) Freestyle wrestling is international discipline and an Olympic sport, for only  

men. 

6) Freestyle wrestling  allows the use of the wrestler's or his opponent's legs in 

offense and defense. 

 

X.  Translate the sentences into English.   
1) Борьба старинный военный вид спорта. 

2) Существует несколько видов борьбы. 

3) Греко-римская борьба – олимпийский вид спорта. 

4) Студенты нашего колледжа успешно занимаются греко-римской борьбой. 

5) Борьбой занимаются как мужчины так и женщины. 

6) Вольная борьба стала олимпийским видом спорта в 2004 г. 

 

XI. Continue the sentences.  

1) Wrestling is an ancient  martial art… 

2) A wrestling bout is a physical competition, between … . 

3) Wrestling techniques have been incorporated into … . 

4) In Greco-Roman style, it is forbidden to hold … . 
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5) Pinning ones opponent to the mat, is … . 

6) Freestyle wrestling, has its greatest origins in … . 

XII. Tell about   wrestling. 

Read and translate  the text. 

Boxing 

Boxing is a combat sport and martial art  in which two people  fight using their 

fists. Boxing is typically supervised by a referee  engaged in during a series of one- to 

three-minute intervals called rounds and the boxers generally of similar weight  . 

There are three ways to win; if the opponent is knocked out and unable to get up 

before the referee counts to ten seconds (a knockout  or KO) or if the opponent is 

deemed too injured to continue (a  technical knockout or TKO). If there is no 

stoppage of the fight before an agreed number of rounds, a winner is determined 

either by the referee's decision or by judges' scorecards. 

All boxers, regardless of their weight class, have certain kinds of clothing that 

are essential for bouts. Professional boxers wear different clothes from amateur ones 

but there is a basic idea or sense in them. All boxers in sanctioned fights are required 

to have handwraps, gloves, groin protectors, mouth guards and soft soled shoes. 

In amateur boxing, each boxer wears shorts approved by the sanctioning body 

in the color of their corner. In professional boxing, the color and design of the shorts 

is left up to each fighter and is not regulated. Many boxers have their name or 

nickname embroidered on the waistband of the shorts, along with sponsor logos and 

even the sanctioning bodies which have awarded them belts. Many boxers  have very 

elaborate shorts, while others  prefer plain ones. Shorts in the modern era are much 

looser fitting than those of previous generations for improved movement, comfort 

and style. 

Amateur boxers wear tank top shirts, as do female professional boxers. Some 

female boxers choose to wear sports bras rather than tank tops. Upper body cover 

varies from boxer to boxer due to preference. Professional male boxers always 

compete without upper body clothing on. 

In boxing, no two fighters' styles are identical. A boxer's style evolves as he or 

she applies what they learn in practice, and performs in such a way as to suit him or 

herself. Nonetheless, many terms are used which broadly describe a boxer's style . 

Note that a boxer is not necessarily limited to being described by one of these terms. 

A fighter may be accomplished at both in-fighting and out-fighting, a good example 

of this being Bernard Hopkins , and fighters may have a unique style which does not 

easily fit into any category. 

In amateur boxing differs substantially   from   in amateur boxing of the 19th 

and early 20th centuries. The modern stance has a more upright vertical-armed guard, 

as opposed to the more horizontal, knuckles-facing-forward guard adopted by early 

20th century hook users such as  Jack Jonson. 

A boxing match typically consists of a determined number of three-minute 

rounds, a total of up to 12 rounds (formerly 15). A minute is typically spent between 

each round with the fighters in their assigned corners receiving advice and attention 
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from their coach and staff. The fight is controlled by a referee who works within the 

ring to judge and control the conduct of the fighters, rule on their ability to fight 

safely, count knocked-down fighters, and rule on fouls. 

There are a lot of boxers in our college. Some of them have good results. 

 

Лексико-грамматические упражнения  

I. Learn the words . 

a  martial art   военное искусство a  boxer боксёр 

a combat sport боевой спорт female женский 

a  fist кулак a   term период 

a  similar weight  подобный вес an  ability способность 

a  fight поединок safely благополучно 

 

II. Translate into Russian. 

1) using their fists 6) a more upright vertical-armed guard 

2) the boxers generally of similar  weight 7) three-minute rounds 

3) no stoppage of the fight 8) count knocked-down fighters 

4) by judges' scorecards 9) ability to fight safely 

5) in amateur boxing 10) differs substantially 

 

III. Make up sentences from the words.  
1) There, three, are, to win, ways. 

2) Boxers, professional, wear, clothes, different, from, ones, amateur. 

3) Evolves, a boxer's, as he or she, style, applies, they, what, learn in practice. 

4) A boxing, typically, match , consists, number, of a determined, rounds, of 

three-minute. 

5) The fight, controlled, who, by a referee, works, is, within, to judge, the ring. 

 

IV. Connect  the parts  of sentences.  

1) a winner is determined either  1) styles are identical. 

2) All boxers have certain kinds  2) describe a boxer's style 

3) Professional male boxers always  3) name or nickname 

4) In boxing, no two fighters'  4) by the referee's decision. 

5) many terms are used which broadly  5) of clothing that are essential for bouts. 

6) Many boxers have their  6) compete without upper body clothing 

on. 
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V. Complete the sentences with the underlined  words. 
may be accomplished, elaborate shorts,  female professional, kinds of clothing, a 

referee, cover. 

 

1) All boxers  have certain … that are essential for bouts. 

2) A fighter … at both in-fighting and out-fighting. 

3) Amateur boxers wear tank top shirts, as do … boxers. 

4) Upper body …varies from boxer to boxer due to preference. 

5) Many boxers   have very … while  prefer plain ones. 

6) The fight is controlled by … who works within the ring to judge and control 

the conduct of the fighters. 

 

VI. Complete the sentences with the correct form of verbs from the brackets. 
1) A winner … either by the referee's decision or by judges' scorecards.(to  

determine) 

2) Each boxer…  shorts approved by the sanctioning body in the color of their 

corner. (to wear) 

3) Many terms … which broadly describe a boxer's style. (to  use) 

4) The modern stance … a more upright vertical-armed guard. (to have) 

5) A fighter … at both in-fighting and out-fighting. (to  accomplish) 

6) Professional male boxers always …without upper body clothing on.(to 

compete) 

 

Коммуникативно - речевые упражнения. 

 

VII. Answer  the questions.  
1) What kind of sport is boxing? 

2) How many ways are there    to win? 

3) What is the clothing of boxers? 

4) How many rounds  does  a boxing match typically consist? 

5)  By who is the fight controlled? 

6) What can you say about the boxing in our town? 

 

VIII.  Ask  questions. 
1) Boxing is typically supervised by a referee . By who…? 

2) All boxers in sanctioned fights are required to have handwraps, gloves, 

groin protectors, mouth guards and soft soled shoes. What …? 

3) Professional male boxers always compete without upper body clothing on. 

How…? 
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4) A boxing match typically consists of a determined number of three-minute 

rounds, a total of up to 12 rounds (formerly 15). How many…? 

5) Who rule on ability of boxers  to fight safely, count knocked-down fighters, 

and rule on fouls. 

6) Shorts in the modern era are much looser fitting than those of previous 

generations for improved movement, comfort and style. What kind …? 

 

IX. Do you agree  or  disagree  with the expressions.   

1) There are  two  ways to win in boxing. 

2) Professional boxers wear same clothes  as  amateur ones. 

3) In boxing only two fighters' styles are identical. 

4) Fighters may have a unique style which does not easily fit into any 

category. 

5) The fight is controlled by  a director  who works within the ring to judge 

and control the conduct of the fighters. 

6) Referees and judges  rule on their ability to fight safely, count knocked-

down fighters, and rule on fouls. 

X. Translate the sentences into English.   
1) Бокс очень популярен среди подростков. 

2) Соревнования по боксу проходят в несколько раундов. 

3) Существует любительский и профессиональный бокс. 

4) В боксе не существует  определенного стиля. 

5) Боксёрские бои контролируются судьями. 

6) Экипировка профессиональных боксёров отличается от боксеров –

любителей. 

 

XI.  Continue the sentences.  
1) Boxing is a a combat sport and …   

2) There are three ways to win; if… 

3) All boxers, regardless of their weight… 

4) In boxing, no two fighters' styles… 

5) The modern stance has a more upright vertical-armed… 

6) A minute is typically spent between… 

 

XII. Tell about  boxing. 

 

Read and translate the text. 

Horse racing 

Horse racing is an equestrian sport that has a long history. Archaeological 

records indicate that horse racing occurred in ancient Greece, Babylon, Syria, and 

Egypt. Both chariot and mounted horse racing were events in the ancient Greek 

Olympics by 648 BC.  In the Roman Empire, chariot and mounted horse racing were 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equestrianism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Empire
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major industries.  Thoroughbred racing was, and is, popular with the aristocrats and 

royalty of British society, earning it the title "Sport of Kings."  

The style of racing, the distances and the type of events vary significantly by 

the country in which the race is occurring, and many countries offer different types of 

horse races. There are three major types of racing: flat racing, steeplechasing (racing 

over jumps), and harness racing, where horses trot or pace while pulling a driver in a 

sulky.     

Historically, equestrians honed their skills through games and races. Equestrian 

sports provided entertainment for crowds and honed the excellent horsemanship that 

was needed in battle. Horse racing of all types evolved from impromptu competitions 

between riders or drivers.   

 In 1906 Equestrian sports were proposed as а permanent addition to Olympic 

competitions These competitions gather large crowds of people  who are interested in 

the sport. 

Show jumping 

In this event, horse and rider must jump several different fences and water pits 

within a certain period of time. The fences are made of wooden bars, reeds and other 

materials and put in sequence. If the horse knocks down the bars, lands in water, 

refuses to jump, or falls, the rider is awarded , penalty points for "faults." Also, if a 

ride does not start within one minute after the signal or takes a wrong course, he loses 

the right to compete further. 

Competitors usually jump the course  several times as the competition 

progresses. With each round the size of the jumps  increases or the time allowed is 

decreased. In each round the number of competitors  may be decreased, with the final 

rounds involving only those competitors who have completed "clear" rounds. The 

horse-and-rider team that covers the course in the shortest amount of time with the 

fewest faults" wins the competition. 

Dressage 

Dressage is the French word for training horses.  Dressage competitions show a 

series of  special exercises for horses. All horses must perform at a walk, trot and 

canter, and  demonstrate a number of patterns that include circles and figures of 

eights. At more advanced levels, the skills and patterns become more complicated, 

including agues, serpentines, flying changes, and pirouettes. It looks like the horse, 

not the rider does what is needed. Points are given for  each movement and for 

general impression. 

Eventing 

Three-day event is a competition which shows all the abilities of horses and 

riders over three days. This event includes dressage, endurance and show jumping. 

The dressage competition consists of about 20 movements of medium 

difficulty, to be performed in a 60m competition arena. Three judges use standard 

dressage judging standards to award marks, which le competitors carry forward to 

the next day. 

The speed and endurance phase is considered by many the most exciting day 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thoroughbred
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_racing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steeplechase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harness_racing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horse_gait
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sulky
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of the competition. It is here that mаnу riders and horses can overcome a bad 

dressage test or be put out of the competition. Speed and endurance usually consists of 

4 phases: Roads and Tracks, Steeplechase, another Roads and Tracks and Cross-

country. 

Each phase has a time limit and measures the ability of the rider to set a pace 

that allows the horse to conserve energy without incurring time penalties. Roads 

and track phases are generally ridden at a trot or slow canter. Steeplechase is a 

gallop and Cross-country requires a gallop between fences with the ability to balance 

the horse and negotiate difficult obstacles. 

The show jumping phase is held on the last day.  The objective of this test is to 

prove that after the hard endurance tests of the day before, the horses remain supple 

and energetic enough to jump a course of twelve unfixed obstacles. Before the show 

jumping the horses are examined by a veterinary surgeon. 

I. Learn the words. 

 

Horse racing скачки a  rider всадник 

Dressage выездка skill умение 

equestrian конный medium средний 

permanent постоянный impression впечатление 

supple податливый endurance выносливость 

 

II. Answer the questions. 
 

1. Do the style of racing, the distances and the type of events vary 

significantly by the country? 

2. From what  did Horse racing of all types evolve? 

3. When were Equestrian sports proposed as а permanent addition to 

Olympic competitions? 

4. What  must horse and rider do in how jumping? 

5. What do Dressage competitions show? 

6. How many movements do  the dressage competition consists of? 

7.  When is the show jumping phase held? 

 

III. Translate into Russian. 

1. an equestrian sport 2. the horse-and-rider team 

3. mounted horse racing 4. different fences and water pits 

5. Sport of Kings 6. the number of competitors   

7. flat racing 8. a number of patterns 

9.  racing over jumps 10. the speed and endurance phase 

11. for general impression 12. for general impression 

 

IV. Connect  the parts  of sentences.   

1. Horse racing is an equestrian 1. addition to Olympic competitions 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equestrianism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_racing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equestrianism
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sport  

2. The style of racing, the distances 

and  

2. of 4 phases: 

3. The fences are made of wooden 

bars, reeds  

3. ridden at a trot or slow canter. 

4. Speed and endurance usually 

consists  

4. and other materials 

5. Roads and track phases are 

generally  

5. that has a long history. 

6. In 1906 Equestrian sports were 

proposed as а permanent 

6. the type of events vary 

significantly by the country 

 

V. Complete the sentences with the underlined verbs.  

Loses, are examined, demonstrate, is considered, offer, become, must 

perform, can overcome. 

1. Many countries … different types of horse races. 

2. A rider … the right to compete further. 

3. All horses … at a walk, trot and canter, and  … a number of patterns. 

4. The speed and endurance phase … by many the most exciting day of the 

competition. 

5. Mаnу riders and horses … a bad dressage test or be put out of the competition. 

6. Before the show jumping the horses … by a veterinary surgeon. 

7. The skills and patterns … more complicated 

 

VI. Translate the sentences into  English. 

1. Конный спорт имеет свою историю. 

2. Существует три главных вида соревнований. 

3. Эти соревнования собирают большие толпы людей. 

4. Соревнования по выездке показывают  серию специальных упражнений  

для лошадей . 

5. Все лошади должны показать прогулочный ша,  рысь и галоп. 

6. Конкурс по выездке состоит из   20 движений средней сложности. 

7. Каждая фаза имеет ограничение по времени. 

 

VII. Tell  about   Horse racing 

 

ТЕКСТЫ  ДЛЯ ЧТЕНИЯ 

Bicycles 

 

Bicycles were introduced in the 19th century in Europe and now number more 

than a billion worldwide, twice as many as automobiles. They are the principal means 

of transportation in many regions. They also provide a popular form of recreation, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mode_of_transport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mode_of_transport
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and have been adapted for use as children's toys, general fitness, military and police 

applications, courier services, and bicycle racing . 

The basic shape and configuration of a typical upright, or safety bicycle, has 

changed little since the first chain-driven model was developed around 1885. But 

many details have been improved, especially since the advent of modern materials 

and computer-aided design. These have allowed for a proliferation of specialized 

designs for many types of cycling . . 

A human traveling on a bicycle at low to medium speeds of around 10–15 mph 

(16–24 km/h)  uses only the energy required to walk . 

There are towns in some countries where bicycle culture has been an integral 

part of the landscape for generations, even without much official support.   

Bicycles have been and are employed for many uses: 

 Utility: transportation, bicycle commuting, and utility cycling 

 Work: mail delivery, paramedics, police, couriering, and general 

delivery. 

 Recreation: bicycle touring, mountain biking, BMX, physical fitness, 

and play. 

 Racing: track racing, criterium, roller racing and time trial to multi-stage 

events like the Tour of California, Giro d'Italia, the Tour de France, the 

Vuelta a España, the Volta a Portugal, among others. 

 Military: scouting, troop movement, supply of provisions, and patrol. 

See bicycle infantry. 

 Entertainment and performance: Artistic cycling, Freestyle BMX. 

Bicycle racing is a competition sport in which various types of bicycles are 

used. There are several categories of bicycle racing including road bicycle racing, 

time trialling, cyclo-cross, mountain bike racing, track cycling, BMX, mountain bike 

trials, and cycle speedway. Bicycle racing is recognised as an Olympic sport. The 

Union Cycliste Internationale is the world governing body for cycling and 

international competitive cycling events. 

Bicycle races are popular all over the world, especially in Europe. The 

countries most devoted to bicycle racing include Belgium, Denmark, France, 

Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland.  

The first bicycle race is popularly held to have been a 1,200 meter race on the 

31 May 1868 at the Parc de Saint-Cloud, Paris. It was won by expatriate Englishman 

James Moore who rode a wooden bicycle with iron tires.[1] The machine is now on 

display at the museum in Ely, Cambridgeshire, England. 

The Union Cycliste Internationale was founded on 14 April 1900 by Belgium, 

the United States, France, Italy, and Switzerland to replace the International Cycling 

Association, which had been formed in 1892, over a row with Great Britain as well as 

because of other issues. 

Road bicycle racing involve both team and individual competition, and races 

are contested in various ways. They range from the one-day road race, criterium, and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safety_bicycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_design
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_culture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_commuting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utility_cycling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paramedic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_bicycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_messenger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freight_bicycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freight_bicycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_touring
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mountain_biking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BMX
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_fitness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_racing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Track_cycling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criterium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_rollers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_trial
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tour_of_California
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giro_d%27Italia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tour_de_France
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vuelta_a_Espa%C3%B1a
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volta_a_Portugal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reconnaissance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_infantry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artistic_cycling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freestyle_BMX
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Road_bicycle_racing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Individual_time_trial
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclo-cross
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mountain_bike_racing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Track_cycling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BMX
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mountain_bike_trials
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mountain_bike_trials
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cycle_speedway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olympic_sport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Union_Cycliste_Internationale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport_governing_body
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time trial to multi-stage events like the Tour de France and its sister events which 

make up cycling's Grand Tours. 

The races typically take place from spring through to fall. Many riders from the 

northern hemisphere spend the winter in countries such as Australia, to compete or 

train. Professional races range from the three-week "Grand Tour" stage races such as 

the Tour de France, Giro d'Italia and the Vuelta a España to multi-day stage races 

such as the Tour de Suisse and Tour of California, to single day "Classics" such as 

the Tour of Flanders and Milan – San Remo. The longest one-day road race 

sanctioned by USA Cycling is Lotoja which covers the 206 miles (332 km) from 

Logan, Utah to Jackson, Wyoming. Criteriums are races based on circuits typically 

less than a mile in length and sometimes run for a set time (60min, 90min, etc.) rather 

than a specific distance. Criteriums are the most popular form of road racing in North 

America. In Belgium, kermesses are popular, single-day events of usually 120+km. 

As well as road races in which all riders start simultaneously, individual time trial and 

team time trial events are also held on road-based course 

Bicycle touring generally means self-contained cycling trips over long 

distances, which prioritize pleasure, adventure and autonomy rather than sport, 

commuting or exercise. Touring can range from single day rides to multi-day trips. 

Tours may be planned and organised by the participant/s for themselves or organised 

for a group by a professional holiday business, a club, or a charity as a fund-raising 

venture. 

 

Water sports 
 

There are a large number of sports that involve water.   Some of the sports 

include only one part related to swimming, such as a triathlon. 

Diving is the sport of jumping or falling into water from 

a platform or springboard, sometimes while performingacrobatics. Diving is an 

internationally recognized sport that is part of the Olympic Games. In addition, 

unstructured and non-competitive diving is a recreational pastime. 

Diving is one of the most popular Olympic sports with spectators. Competitors 

possess many of the same characteristics as gymnasts and dancers, including strength, 

flexibility, kinaesthetic judgment and air awareness. Some professional divers were 

originally gymnasts or dancers as both the sports have similar characteristics to 

diving. 

Synchronized swimming is a hybrid form of swimming, dance and 

gymnastics, consisting of swimmers (either solos, duets, trios, combos, or teams) 

performing a synchronized routine of elaborate moves in the water, accompanied by 

music. Although solos are not used in the Olympics, athletes training in clubs can do 

solos and compete in competitions. A recent addition to the Olympic repertoire is the 

event of mixed pairs, allowing men to compete with a female duet partner. 

Synchronized swimming demands advanced water skills, and requires great 

strength, endurance, flexibility, grace, artistry and precise timing, as well as 
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exceptional breath control when upside down underwater. During lifts, (where six 

people act as the platform, one person acts as a base, and one and/or two people act as 

flyers) swimmers are required not to touch the bottom - yet pull off an outstanding 

lift. 

Water polo is a team water sport. The game consists of 4 quarters (or periods) 

in which the two teams attempt to score goals by throwing the ball into their 

opposition's goal, with the team that scores the most goals winning the game. A team 

consists of 6 field players and one goalkeeper in the water at any one time. In 

addition to this, teams may have substitute players (up to six under most governing 

bodies), including up to one substitute goalkeeper. Water polo is typically played in 

an all-deep pool (usually at least 1.8m deep), and players need considerable stamina 

and endurance to play the game. 

Water polo is a very violent and aggressive sport. Minor fouls occur frequently 

and exclusion fouls(in which a player is suspended from the game for 20 seconds) are 

common. 

Boat racing is the racing of boats on water. The racing of boats powered 

by oars is recorded as having occurred in ancient Egypt,[1] and it is likely that people 

have engaged in races involving watercraft for as long as such vehicles have existed. 

Yachting refers to using water vessels, called yachts, for sporting purposes. If 

the vessels are sailboats, it's known as sailing, and if the vessels are motorboats, it's 

known as powerboating 

In modern use the term designates two rather different classes of watercraft, 

sailing and power boats. Yachts are different from working ships mainly by their 

leisure purpose, and it was not until the rise of the steamboat and other types of 

powerboat that sailing vessels in general came to be perceived as luxury, or 

recreational vessels. Later the term came to encompass motor boats for primarily 

private pleasure purposes as well. 

Swimming 

The recreational activity of swimming has been recorded since prehistoric 

times; the earliest recording of swimming dates back to Stone Age paintings from 

around 10000 years ago. Swimming emerged as a competitive recreational activity in 

the 1830s in England. In 1828, the first indoor swimming pool, St George's Baths 

was opened to the public 

The recreational activity grew in popularity and by 1880, when the first 

national governing body, the Amateur Swimming Association, was formed, there 

were already over 300 regional clubs in operation across the country 

Competitive swimming became popular in the extremely late century. The goal 

of competitive swimming is to beat the competitors in any event in water, tennis and 

other recreational activities are not good competitive wise. Swimming in competition 

should create the least resistance in order to obtain maximum speed. However, some 

professional swimmers who do not hold a national or world ranking are considered 

the best in regard to their technical skills. Typically, an athlete goes through a cycle 
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of training in which the body is overloaded with work in the beginning and middle 

segments of the cycle, and then the workload is decreased in the final stage as the 

swimmer approaches competition. 

The practice of reducing exercise in the days just before an important 

competition is called tapering. A final stage is often referred to as "shave and taper": 

the swimmer shaves off all exposed hair for the sake of reducing drag and having a 

sleeker and more hydrodynamic feel in the water.  

Swimming is an event at the Summer Olympic Games, where male and female 

athletes compete in 16 of the recognized events each. Olympic events are held in a 

50-meter pool, called a long course pool. 

There are forty officially recognized individual swimming events in the pool; 

however the International Olympic Committee only recognizes 32 of them. The 

international governing body for competitive swimming is the Fédération 

Internationale de Natation ("International Swimming Federation"), better known 

as FINA. 

In open water swimming, where the events are swum in a body of open water 

(lake or sea), there are also 5 km, 10 km and 25 km events for men and women. 

However, only the 10 km event is included in the Olympic schedule, again for both 

men and women. Open-water competitions are typically separate to other swimming 

competitions with the exception of the World Championships and the Olympics. 

In competitive swimming, four major styles have been established. These have 

been relatively stable over the last 30–40 years with minor improvements. The four 

main strokes in swimming are: 

 Butterfly (fly) 

 Backstroke (back) 

 Breaststroke (breast) 

 Freestyle (free) 

Events in competition may have only one of these styles except in the case of 

the individual medley, which contains all four. In this latter event, swimmers swim 

equal distances of butterfly, then backstroke, breaststroke, and finally, freestyle.[6] In 

Olympic competition, this event (called the "IM") is swam in these distances - 200 or 

400 meters or yards. Some competition also swims the 100 yard or meter IM - 

particularly, for younger swimmers (typically under 14 years) involved in club 

swimming, or masters swimming (over 18).   

World Championship pools must be fifty metres (long course) long and 

twenty-five metres wide, with ten lanes labelled zero to nine (zero and nine are 

usually left empty), the lanes must be at least 2.5 metres wide. They will be equipped 

with starting blocks at both ends of the pool and most will have Automatic 

Officiating Equipment, including touch pads to record times and sensors to ensure the 

legality of relay take overs. The pool must have a minimum depth of two metres. 

Swimming is a healthy workout that can be done for a lifetime. It is a low-

impact activity that has several mental and bodily health benefits. That is a 

recreational motion for every one. Swimming could provide you with a low-impact 
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workout and it’s also a good method to calm down and feel good. Swimming builds 

endurance, muscle strength, and cardiovascular fitness 

Skating  

Skating involves any sports or recreational activity which consists of traveling 

on surfaces or on ice using skates. There are several different kinds of skating : 

  Ice skating, moving on ice by using ice skates 

  Figure skating, a sport in which individuals, duos, or groups perform on figure 

skates on ice 

 Speed skating, a competitive form of ice skating in which the competitors race 

each other in traveling a certain distance on skates 

 Tour skating, a sport and recreational form of long distance ice skating on 

natural ice 

Speed skating is a competitive form of ice skating in which the 

competitors race each other in travelling a certain distance on skates. Types of speed 

skating are long track speed skating, short track speed skating, and marathon speed 

skating. In the Olympic Games, long-track speed skating is usually referred to as just 

"speed skating", while short-track speed skating is known as "short track".[1] The ISU, 

the governing body of both ice sports, refers to long track as "speed skating" and 

short track as "short track skating". 

The standard rink for long track is 400 meters long, but tracks of 200, 250 and 

333⅓ meters are used occasionally. It is one of two Olympic forms of the sport and 

the one with the longer history. An international federation was founded in 1892, the 

first for any winter sport. The sport enjoys large popularity in 

theNetherlands and Norway. There are top international rinks in a number of other 

countries, including Canada, the United States, Germany, Italy, Japan, South 

Korea and Russia. A World Cup circuit is held with events in those countries and 

with two events in Thialf, the ice hall in Heerenveen, Netherlands. 

International Skating Union rules allow some leeway in the size and radius of 

curves. 

Short track speed skating takes place on a smaller rink, normally the size of 

an ice hockey rink, on a 111.12 m oval track. Distances are shorter than in long-track 

racing, with the longest Olympic individual race being 1500 meters (the women's 

relay is 3000 meters and the men's relay 5000 meters). Races are usually held as 

knockouts, with the best two in heats of four or five qualifying for the final race, 

where medals are awarded. Disqualifications and falls are not uncommon. 

There are variations on the mass-start races. In the regulations of roller sports, 

eight different types of mass starts are described. Among them are elimination races, 

where one or more competitors are eliminated at fixed points during the course; 

simple distance races, which may include preliminary knockout races; endurance 

races with time limits instead of a fixed distance; points races; and individual 

pursuits. 
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Races usually have some rules about disqualification if an opponent is unfairly 

hindered; these rules vary between the disciplines. In long track speed skating, almost 

any infringement on the pairmate is punished, though skaters are permitted to change 

from the inner to the outer lane out of the final curve if they are not able to hold the 

inner curve, as long as they are not interfering with the other skater. In mass-start 

races, skaters will usually be allowed some physical contact. 

Team races are also held; in long track speed skating, the only team race at the 

highest level of competition is theteam pursuit, though athletics-style relay races are 

held at children's competitions. Relay races are also held in short track and inline 

competitions, but here, exchanges may take place at any time during the race, though 

exchanges may be banned during the last couple of laps. 

Most races are held on an oval course, but there are exceptions. Oval sizes 

vary; in short track speed skating, the rink must be an oval of 111.12 metres, while 

long track speed skating uses a similarly standardized 400 m rink. Inline skating rinks 

are between 125 and 400 metres, though banked tracks can only be 250 metres long. 

Inline skating can also be held on closed road courses between 400 and 1,000 metres, 

as well as open-road competitions where starting and finishing lines do not coincide. 

This is also a feature of outdoor marathons. 

In the Netherlands, marathon competitions may be held on natural ice on 

canals, and bodies of water such as lakes and rivers, but may also be held on 

artificially frozen 400 m tracks, with skaters circling the track 100 times, for 

example. 

Indoor track and field 

Indoor meetings are typically held during the winter, though this may vary 

depending on the climate of the region. A standard indoor track is designed 

similarly to an outdoor track, but is only, 200 metres in length and has between 

four and eight lanes, each with width between 0.90 m an( 1.10 m. Often, the 

bends of an indoor track will be banked to compensate for the small turning 

radius. However, because of space limitations, indoor tracks may have other 

nonstandard lengths such as 160-yard (146.3 m) indoor track at Madison Square 

Garden used for the Мirasе Gaines. 

Because of space limitations, meetings held at indoor facilities do not 

hold many of athletic events typically contested outdoors. For track events, the 

100 metres is replaced by the 60 metres the 60 metres hurdles is the only hurdles 

event contested, and races over 5000 metres are rarel: held. For field events, 

javelin throw, hammer throw, and discus throw are excluded at indoor 

meetings, as there is normally not enough space in the indoor facility to house those 

events. In some regions (especially North America), the 600 m, 1000 m, and 35 

lb (16 kg) weight throw may b, contested. In some countries, notably Norway, 

standing long jump and standing high jump are also contested. 
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ГРАММАТИКА  

 ТАБЛИЦА «PASSIVE VOICE» 

Констатация факта Действие   в процессе Завершенное действие 

Действие направлено на подлежащее. Важно, что оно происходит и не 

важно кем выполняется. 

to be + V3 

Present  Simple Passive 

 

Выражает постоянное, 

обычное  действие, 

происходящее в 

настоящем времени.  

+ am/is/are + V3 

The Russia is washed by 

three oceans. 

    -am/is/are not + V3 

The Russia is not washed 

by two oceans. 

? W. am/is/are П V3 

Is the Russia  washed by 

two oceans? 

Present  Progressive 

Passive 

 

Выражает действие 

находящееся в развитии 

в настоящий момент. 

+ am/is/are being + V3 

The question is being 

discussed in the moment. 

-+ am/is/are being not + 

V3 

The question is being not 

discussed  now. 

? W am/is/are being П 

V3 

Is being the question 

discussed in the moment? 

 

Present  Perfect  Passive 

 

Выражает действие  

произошедшее в 

прошлом. Но результат 

связан с настоящим 

временем.  

+has/have been + V3 

The question has been 

already discussed. 

-has/have been not + V3 

The question has been not 

yet discussed. 

? W has/have been  П + 

V3? 

Has been the question 

already discussed? 

Past Simple Passive 

 

Выражает действие, 

происходившее в 

прошедшем времени. 

+ was/were + V3 

The book was written by 

Pushkin. 

   - was/were not + V3 

The book was not written 

by Lermontov. 

     ? W. was/were П V3 

Was the book written by 

Pushkin? 

 

Past  Progressive Passive 

Выражает действие 

находящееся в развитии 

в определенный момент 

в прошлом.   

+ was/were being + V3 

The question was being 

discussed at 5 o’clock. 

+ was/were being not + 

V3 

The question was being 

not discussed at 5 o’clock 

yesterday. 

? W was/were being П 

V3? 

When was being the 

question   discussed 

yesterday? 

 

Past  Perfect  Passive 

 

Выражает действие  

произошедшее до 

определенного момента 

в прошлом. 

+had been + V3 

The question had been   

discussed by 12. 

+had been not + V3 

The question had been not  

discussed by 11. 

? W had been П V3? 

When had been the 

question  dis 

cussed? 
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Future Simple Passive 

 

Выражает действие, 

которое произойдет в 

будущем времени.  

+ will be + V3 

Soon the problems will be 

discussed. 

- will be not + V3 

Soon the problems will be 

not  discussed. 

? W  will be П V3 

Will be the problems 

discussed soon? 

 Future Perfect  Passive 

Выражает действие. 

которое  произойдет до 

определенного момента 

в будущем. 

+will have been + V3 

The question will have 

been   discussed by 12 

tomorrow. 

+ will have been not + V3 

The question will have 

been not  discussed by 11 

tomorrow. 

? W had been П V3? 

When  will have  been the 

question  discussed? 

  

Страдательный залог 

 

Когда в центре внимания говорящего находится лицо или предмет, 

который подвергается действию, или когда нет необходимости упоминать лицо, 

совершающее действие, употребляется страдательный оборот. B этом случае 

глагол стоит  в  страдательном залоге. 

 

1. The USA is washed by the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.  

2. This question was discussed at  the meet ing. 

3. These poems were written in 1816.  

 

Страдательный залог образуется c помощью вспомогательного 

глагола to be и третьей основной формы смыслового  глагола (Past 

Participle). 

Временные формы страдательного залога употребляются согласно тем 

же правилам, что и соответствующие им временные формы 

действительного залога. 

Present Indefinite Passive 

Present Indefinite Passive образуется при помощи вспомо-

гательного глагола to be в Present Indefinite и третьей основной формы 

смыслового глагола. 

Оно употребляется для выражения обычного  постоянного  

действия. 

I am always invited to the meetings of the English Club. 

 Вопросительная форма Present Indefinite Passive образуется пyтем 

постановки  вспомогательного  глагола перед  подлежащим.  
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Is English  taught  in  all classes in your school? 

В вопросах к подлежащему порядок слов не изменяется.  

Who is invited to these festival? 

В отрицательной форме частица not ставится после вспомогательного 

глагола. 

This road is not used very often. 

Past Indefinite Passive 

Past Indefinite Passive образуется при помощи вспомогательного 

глагола to be в Past Indefinite и третьей основной формы смыслового 

глагола. 

Оно обозначает действия, происходящие в какой-то период в 

прошлом и не  связанные с  моментом речи. 

The exhibition was opened before Victory Day.  

We were given a new time-table. 

В вопросительной форме страдательного залога вспомогательный  

глагол ставится перед подлежащим. 

When was this  monument  bui lt?  

В вопросах  к подлежащему порядок слов не изменяется.  

What was brought  to you?  

В отрицательной форме частица not ставится после вспомогательного  

глагола. 

           We  were not told that he was ill. 

 

Future Indefinite Passive  

 

Future Indefinite Passive образуется при помощи вспомогательного глагола 

to be В Future Indefinite и  третьей формы смыслового глагола. Оно пoказывает, 

что действие  совершится в будущем. 

This question will be discussed at the next meeting.  

We shall be shown a new film after the meeting. 

Вопросительная форма Future Indefinite Passive образуются путем 

постановки  первого вспомогательного глагола  перед подлежащим. 

When will this work be done? 

В отрицательной форме частица not ставится поеле первого 

вспомогательного глагола. 

The exhibition will not be opened till Thursday. 

 Примечание: 

Глаголы   в  страдательном залоге могут употребляться c модальными 

глаголами  can, may, must. 

This book сап be bought at any bookshop.  

This work must be done as soon as possible.  

The letter may be received tomorrow. 
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Present Perfect Passive 

 

Present Perfect Passive образуется при помощи  вспомогательного глагола 

to be В Present Perfect и третьей основной формы смыслового глагола. Оно  

показывает, что действие  уже совершено и результат его налицо. 

The work has just  been finished.  

I have been asked to come earlier.  

Вопросительная форма Present Perfect Passive образуется путем 

постановки первого вспомогательного глагола перед подлежащим. 

Has the house been built  yet?  

B отрицательной форме частица not ставится после первого 

вспомогательного глагола. 

He has not been seen by anybody. 

Упражнения 

1.Переведите  предложения .   

1. Running competitions were held in ancient times. And they are still held. 

2. The first Tour de France cycling race was held in 1926.   

3. Goodwill Games were organized for the first time in 1984.   
4. Tennis was  played a thousand years ago.   
5. The first modern Olympic Games took place a century ago. And they are 

still held. 
6. For the first time the professional golf contest — the Ryder Cup — was 

held in 1927. Since that time it is organized every year. 
7. Rugby was started as a game in the 19th century.   
8. The London Marathon was first run in 1981.   

2. Напишите  предложения  в  страдательном  залоге. 

1. Не  stole  a  lot  of  money  from  the  shop. 

2. By  six  o’clock  they  had  finished  the  work. 

3. At  twelve  o’clock  the  workers  were  loading  the trucks. 

4. We  send  our  daughter  to  rest   in  the  south  every  year. 

5. They  will  show  this  film  on  TV. 

3.Выберите  правильный  ответ. 

1. A  new  supermarket  ( will  build / will   be  built )  next  year. 

2. A  cinema  is  a  place   where   films  ( show / are   shown). 

3. Football  ( plays / is  played )  in  every  college  of  England. 

4. Everybody  ( listened /  was   listened )  the  lecture  with  great  attention. 

5. The  book  ( wrote / was  written )  by  Hardly. 

6. The  house    ( bought / was  bought)  by  a  pop  star. 

7. I    (arrived / was  arrived )  last  Friday. 

8. The Russia ( wash / is  washed) by   three  oceans. 

9. A   famous  architect  ( built / was  built)  the  bridge. 
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10. The  students  (translate / are translated) every  week. 

4. Употребите  глагол  в соответствующей    форме  страдательного  залога. 

1. This  singer  is  very  popular.  She  (  to  like )  by  many  young  people. 

2. The  country  ( to  wash )  by  the  North  Sea  in  the  east. 

3. This  work  (  to  do )  tomorrow. 

4. He    (  to  ask )  at  the  lesson  yesterday . 

5. A  new  globe  ( to  bring 0  into  the  classroom  last  week. 

6. Much attention  … by  the Olympic Games.  (to attract) 

7. The Summer Games … the same year  with the Winter Games.(to hold) 

8. The Games … open by the head of state of the host country. (to declare) 

9. Hundreds of doves … into the air as a symbol of peace.(to release)  

10. The flame … burning until the end of the Games.(to keep) 

11. The torch … by the final runner into the stadium. (to carry) 

 

 Тест 

Вариант 1 
1. This  is a  large  hall.  Many parties  …  her 

1. are held 

2. аге being held 

3. аге beеn held 

4. is held 

2.The letter and the  parcel … tomorrow by six. 

1. will be posted 

2. will be post 

3. will have be posted 

4. will  have been posted 

3.In Greece the Olympic Games …  once in four years. 

1. was held 

2. is held  

3. are  held 

4. were held 

4.New members of the IОС ... by the current members 

1. have been elected 

2. is  elected 

3. are elected  

4. were  elected 

5.The  design of medals ...  for each Olympic Games.  

1. is changed 

2. was  changed 

3. have been changed 

4. are  changed 
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6.The flame... burning    until the end of the Games  

1. have been kept 

2. is kept 

3. were   kept 

4. are  kept 

The  Russia  …  by  three  oceans. 

1. was washed 

2. has been washed 

3. are  washed 

4. is washed 

8.This book  …   written   by  Pushkin. 

1. was  written 

2. is written 

3. will be  written 

4. are written 

9.The swimming  pools   …  by  children  with please. 

1. were visited 

2. was   visited 

3. had been visited 

4. is visited 

10.St.Petersburg  … by Peter the First. 

1. founded  

2. was  founded  

3. is  founded  

4. are  founded  

11. The Paralympics ... first ... in Rome  in 1960. 

1. is  held  

2. were  held  

3. will be held  

4. held  

12.The competition ...  by Russian team. 

1.   was  won  

2. is  won 

3. has been won  

4. are   won  

13.The car  … by  a pop star. 

1. bought 

2. buy 

3. was bought 

4. is  bought 

14.  Выберите  нужный  эквивалент  английскому  глаголу  в страдательном  

залоге. 

The  book  is  translated  by  him. 
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1. переводится 

2. переведена 

3. переводилась 

4. будет  переведена 

  

Вариант 2 

1.Beginning   1926   Winter Olympics    .... .     

1. is    included 

2. are     included 

3. has been     included 

4. were    included 

2.The Olympic Games ...  in  1896. 

1. has been renewed   

2. are  renewed   

3. were renewed   

4. is   renewed   

3The International Olympic Committee  ...  in  Switzerland 

1. is situated  

2. was  situated  

3. were  situated  

4. will have been  situated  

4. Hundreds  of  people … by the new factory this year. 

1. are employed 

2. were employed 

3. have  been  employed 

4. has  been employed 

5.The text …  by students  tomorrow. 

1. will  be  translated 

2. was  translated 

3. will  have been translated 

4. translated 

6.The work …   by  9  o'clock  yesterday. 

1. will  be finished 

2. has  been finished 

3. is  finished 

4. had been finished 

7.The  problems  … by  my father. 

1. has been solved 

2. was solved 

3. is solved 

4. are solved 

8.The distance  …  very  quickly. 

1. is covered  
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2. will be covered  

3. was covered  

4. had been covered  

9.Тhe book  … by Hardy. 

1. is written 

2. wrote 

3. are written 

4. was written 

10.Four people  … in a train. 

1. are killed 

2. have been killed 

3. killed 

4. will be killed 

11.The house  … by  a pop star. 

5. bought 

6. buy 

7. was bought 

8. is  bought 

12.A  new supermarket  … by  next year. 

1. will build  

2. buit 

3. was  buit 

4. will have been buit 

13.A cinema is  a  place where   films   … . 

1. are shown 

2. is shown 

3. have been  shown 

4. will be shown 

14 . Выберите  нужный  эквивалент  английскому  глаголу  в страдательном  

залоге. 

1. The  Tower  of  London  was  built  in 1076. 

2. построена 

3. построилась 

4. построится 

5. строится 

 

 

СЛОВООБРАЗОВАНИЕ 

Для образования новых слов в  английском языке широко 

используются суффиксы, котоpыe придают им новые значения: 

-er (-or) — обозначает действующее лицо: writer, actor; 

-ing — обозначает процесс, действие: meeting, reading;  

-ion (-sion, -tion, -ation)  —  обозначает действие, процесс                   
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              или    результат действия: action, organization; 

-ism — обозначает определенное учение, направление  в 

искусстве, литературе, общественную формацию, особенность, 

состояние: Darwinism, realism, heroism; 

-ist — обозначает лицо, деятеля, представителя профессии, 

последователя теории, метода, направления: colonist, artist, socialist; 

(i)ty — обозначает состояние, положение, качество, свойство:  

activity, reality; 

-ment — обозначает действие, результат действия, средство, процесс,  

      состояние: enjoyment; development;    

-ness — обозначает качество, состояние: darkness, coldness 

 -able (-ible) — c пассивным значением: eatable, readable, 

.-a1 — образует относительные прилагательные от  основ-

существительных: national, conversational; 

-an (-ian, -ean) — образует относительные  прилагательные от  

географических названий, собственных имен: American, European; 

-ful— co значением «обладающим в полной мере  качеством»: 

playful, fruitful; 

-ic — указывает нa состав, структуру  чего-либо, отношение к  чему-

либо: dramatic, heroic; 

-less  - Co значением «не имеющий или лишенный чего - либо» : 

endless, lifeless; 

-y — обозначает качество объекта: stony, sunny; 

-ate —обозначает действие, соответствующее существительным   c    

суффиксом -ation:  graduate, demonstrate; 

-(i) fy — co значением производить действие, выраженное основой:    

intensify, simplify; 

-ize (-ise) — co значением заниматься, становиться,  приобрести 

качество, выраженное основой: organize, popularize; 

-1y — обозначает наречие c тем же качеством, что и прилагательное от 

которого он образован : coldly, slowly 

 

Приставки  

    Новые слова образуются с помощью приставок, которые 

изменяют значение слов, не меняя, как правило, их принадлежность к той  или 

иной части речи: 

un- — придает отрицательное значение или выражает противоположное 

действие: unhappy, unpack; 

in- — (перед 1 превращаясь в i1-, перед m, p  — в im,  перед r — в 

ir-) придает отрицательное значение или обозначает отсутствие какого-

либо качества: incorrect, impossible; 

re- — передает значение повторности или совершение действия вновь:  
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     re-до, reread;  

dis-  обозначает обратное действие, противоположное значению 

      выраженному основой, отсутствие чего-либо, лишение качества         

      disjoin, disagreement; 

mis-  обозначает неправильность, противоположность значению основы:     

missdo, misuse 

Словосложение 

a) существительное + причастие нa -ing (participle I):  

     heart-breaking (вызывающий сильную печаль) 

    breath-taking (захватывающий) 

б) прилагательное причастие нa -ing (participle I):  

    good-looking (приятный нa вид, крaсивый)  

    easy-going (беспечный, беззаботный) 

в) существительное + причастие II (participle II):  

     hand-made (ручной рaботы)  

      paper-covered (B бумажном переплете) 

г) существительное + прилагательное: 

   br i ck -red  (кирпично -красный)   

    jet-black (черный ,   как смола) 

   sea-green (цвета морской волны) 

д) существительное + существительное: 

     rainbow (радуга) 

      headache (головная боль) 

е) прилагательное + существительное:  

    blackboard (классная доска)     

    blackberry (черная смородина) 

ж) наречие + существительное: 

    afternoon (время после полудня) 

з) глагол + существительное: 

    flashlight (электрический фонарь, лампа вспышки)  

     knitwear (вязаные вещи, трикотаж) 

и) существительное +глагол:  

      handshake (рукопожатие 

 

 

ИНФИНИТИВ (ТНЕ INFINITIVE)  

I..  Инфинитив — неличная форма глагола, которая только называет 

действие и выполняет функции как глагола,  так и существительного 

Не liked to spend his holidays by the riverside. I'm very glad to see 

you. 

 Инфинитив  чаще  всего  употребляется  с  частицей  to, стоящей  
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перед  ним. 

Не  wants to be a doctor.  

Однако частица to иногда опускается, и  инфинитив употребляется без 

нее. ЭТО встречается: 

a) После модальных и вспомогательных глаголов must, c a n  

( c o u l d ) ,  m a y  ( m i g h t ) ,  s h a l l  ( s h o u l d ) ,  w i l l  (would) ,  do  (d id) ,  

need .  

Shall we go together? 

What  do  you mean?  

Не  must  be at  the entrance at  5 minutes to seven . 

6)  после  глаголов  to  let ,  to  make,  to  see ,  to  hear,  to notice, to 

watch, to feel, a иногда также после глагола to help  (B разговорном  

стиле  речи  и  в  американском  варианте английского языка). 

Let me see! 

What makes you think so?  

I noticed him pass a note to his neighbour. 

She helped him do it. (She helped him to do it.)  

Чтобы избежать повторения paнee упомянутого глагола, в конце 

предложения может употребляться лишь частица to, если  это  не 

затрудняет понимания. 

Не wants me to go there but I don't want to (go). 

I did what you had asked me to (do). 

Отрицательная форма инфинитива образуется при помощи частицы not, 

которая стоит перед ним. 

      То be or not to be. 

 Инфинитив может  иметь  дополнение  и может определяться наречием. 

          I like to read books about travels. Не asked me to go       

quicker. 

 II. Формы инфинитивa. Инфинитив в английском языке может 

иметь pазличные формы 

Инфинитив в форме Indefinite (как Active, таки Passive) 

обозначает действие, кoтopoe происходит одновременно c действием, 

выраженным глаголом в личной форме. Это действие может относиться к 

будущему времени или быть  безотноситeльным ко   времени его совершения. 

Indefinite Infinitive Active  представлен в первой основной форме 

глагола: to be, to go, to write, to do, etc. 

She asked the young man to carry the heavy suitcase to the bus stop. 

Indefinite Infinitive Passive образуется c  помощью инфинитива глагола 

to be и третьей формы смыслового глагола: to be written, to be done . 

Не ordered the windows to be shut. 

 Инфинитив   в  форме Continuous употребляется для выражения  

длительного действия, протекающего одновременно c действием, 

выpаженным глаголом в личной   форме. 
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Continuous Infinitive образуется c помощью  инфинитива  глагола to 

be и формы Present Participle смыслового глагола: to be going, to be 

doing, etc. 

The weather is said to be changing. 

 Инфинитив в форме Perfect обозначает действие, предшествующее 

действию, выраженному глаголом в личной форме. 

Perfect Infinitive Active  образуется c помощью  инфинитива 

глагола to have и третьей основной формы смыcлового глагола: to have written, 

to have done, etc. 

I'm pleased to have met him. 

III.  Инфинитив может служить в предложении a )  подлежащим:  

To travel by sea is a pleasant thing. It's time to go home. 

б) именной  частью составнoгo сказуемого: 

 Your task is to put up the tent. 

в) дополнением: 

I want to show you the house where I was born. 

г) определением: 

Не brought me a book to read. 

         д) oбcrпoятельсmвoм: 

Не was too old to travel any more. 

I have come here to talk to you. 

IV.Инфинитивные обороты . Инфинитив в сочетании c 

существительным (или местоимением) образует инфинитивный оборот, 

выполняющий роль сложного члена предложения. 

Инфинитивный оборот , выступающий в роли сложного 

дополнения, включает существительное (или местоимение в обьектном 

падеже) и  инфинитив;  он  называется Objective with the Infinitive (объектный 

падеж c инфиНИТИВoМ). Этот оборот употребляется после глаголов to want, 

to like, to prefer; to know, to think; to advise, to ask, to tell, to help и 

некоторых других. 

I want you to help me. 

I ask you not to be late this time. 

После глаголов to let, to make, to hear, to see, to watch и  

некоторых   других инфинитивный оборот употребляется без частицы to. 

I  saw him cross The street. 

She watched the children play in the yard. 

V.  Инфинитивный  оборот c предлогом for состоит из 

существительного (или местоимения), перед которым стоит  предлог, и 

инфинитива: It's difficult for me to read English technical texts. Оборот for 

+ существительное (или  местоимение) + инфинитив употребляется В 

качестве сложного подлежащего (c вводным it), именной части 

сказyeмoгo, сложного дополнения, определения и oбcтоятельства. 

It's necessary for me to know her new address. (Сложное   подлежащее.) 
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This is for you to decide. (Именнaя часть сказуемого.) 

        The children waited for the performance to begin. (Дополнение.) 

The father bought two books for his son to read. (Определение.) 

The text is easy enough for you to understand. ( Обстоятельство .) 

 

VI. Инфинитивный  оборот, выступающий в роли  сложного 

подлежащего,  состоит из существительного  (или  личного  местоимения  в 

именительном падеже), стоящего  перед сказуемым, и  инфинитива, 

следующего за сказуемым.. Он  нaзывается Nominative with the Infinitive 

(именительный  падеж c инфинитивoм). 

Этот оборот употребляется, когда сказуемое выражено глаголами to 

think, to know, to suppose; to hear, to see; to say, to report, to describe; to 

advise, to ask, to order и некоторыми другими в страдательном залоге. 

She' is said to be a very talented ballet-dancer. 

 They were asked to come earlier. 

 

 

1.  Read and copy the sentences putting in "to" where necessary: 

1. You have .., take part in the competition. 2. Let me ... know when you 

are free. 3. I'm going ... see the new play at our theatre. 4. We decided not ... 

go out because of the weather. 5. I saw children ... cross the street. 6. What 

made you ... think so? 7. "You didn't tell me about your trip to Kizhi. "But 

you didn't ask me ..." 8. We want you ... join our expedition 

 

2. Read and copy the sentences underlining the infinitives and write 

after each if it is Active or Passive; Indefinite, Continuos or Perfect: 

1. The box is too heavy for you to carry, let me help you. 2. I shall 

be waiting for you at the underground station. 3. The telegram will be 

brought in two hour; 4. The teacher made them read the text again. 5. He 

must have forgotten his promise to come to see us. 6.I am sorry not to have 

been present at the meeting. 7. He may be waiting for you at the bus stop. 

8. It must be done as soon as possible. 

 

3. Read the sentences, find the Infinitives, analyse their functions and 

translate the sentences: 

1. It is never too late to learn. 2. It is very nice of you to bring me 

flowers. 3. The children wanted to go out and play. 4. I have something to 

tell you about your brother. 5. Now it is your turn to be on duty. 6. How 

long does it take to get to the railway station? 7. We are sorry not to see 

you at the museum. 8. I am very glad to see you again. 9. I like to ski and 

skate in winter. 10. The tourists were discussing where to go and what to do. 

 4. Read and copy the sentences underlining the Infinitives: 

1. You go to school to study, not to play. 2. It is better not to open the 
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window, she is ill. 3. The children lost their way in the forest and did not 

know whether to go on or to turn back. 4. I want something interesting to 

read. 5. It will be very difficult to get tickets. 6. He went to the library to 

get a book of poems by Yesenin. 7. Have you got a lot to do this evening? 

8. I have nothing to eat. 

5. Read the sentences, find the Infinitive constructions and translate the 

sentences 

1. It's time for the children to go to bed. 2. I'm sorry I didn't hear the 

bell ring. 3. Yuri Gagarin is known to have been the first cosmonaut in the 

world. 4. He is said to be writing a new novel. 5. She has closed the 

windows for you not to catch cold. 6. I heard the door open and saw a man 

enter the room. 7. Mother wants you to prepare dinner today. 8. Is it 

difficult for you to get up earlier? 9. She is said to work in the north as a 

doctor. 10. I told you not to drink cold water. 

6. Read the sentences, find the Infinitive constructions and translate the 

sentences 

1. Here are some books for you to read. 2. She is certain to be late for 

the train. 3. The librarian wants the book to be brought back in four days. 4. 

The poet is said to have finished a new poem. 5. We were waiting for the 

rain to stop. 6. Please let me know your address as soon as possible. 7. The 

box is too heavy for one person to carry. Let me help you. 8. She is expected 

to come any minute. 9. The train is expected to arrive in an hour or so. 10. It 

is difficult for me to add anything to what he said. 

7.Read and copy the sentences underlining the lntinitive con-

structions; write after each what type it is: 

1. She is said to be a very talented ballet -dancer. 2. I want you to look 

after the small children. 3. She wants me to go shopping but I don't want to. 

4. The doctor prescribed the medicine to be taken every three hours. 5. Is it 

difficult for you to help me? 6. We are supposed to be ready for the 

excursion by 11 o'clock. 7. She watched the children play in the yard. 8. I 

was told to prepare a report on the international situation. 
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